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TONY ORLANDO and DAWN
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Epic
Epic

Magnet
UA
CBS
Mowest

LET METRYAGAIN,TammyJones
THE NIGHT,Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons
BYE BYE BABY,Bay City Rollers
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF,Three Degrees
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Magnet
Bradley's
Chelsea
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CBS

SSTERGOLDEN-America

OLD DAYS- Chicago
BADTIME -Grand Funk
SHOESHINE BOY-Eddie Kendrick.
WHEN WILL I BE LOVED -Linda Ronstadt

HIJACK-Herer
b Mo m

L4vf (Lw

)-ufreen

LOVE WONTLET ME
WAR-Mier Herr%
CUT THE CAKE-Averip Wilde Band

TIE IMMIGRANT-Neil S.d.k.
I'M NOT USA -Mud
J. Colter

-D

AUTOBAHN-Krr3erk

-

WOMEN-Alice Cooper
RAINY DAY PEOPLE
Gordon UgIWout
WILDFIRE
Michael Murphy
BAD WCI(Part
HFreld kyNn and the Bluenotes
ONLY

-

II-

.

AS

Cactus,
Atlantic
Contempo

Sonet
All Platinum
Chelsea

Magnet
GTO.

BIBTree
C p

RCA

Vertigo
AtlanBc
Reprise
Epic

Atlantic
Vanguard
Spring

SHAVING CREAM -- Pod Wynn. Vocalist
GET DOWN GET DOWN Get On The Floors-Joe Smon
LAST FAREWELL
Roger Whittaker
RCA
PLAY FOR YOU Nea, TM Band)Maki and Crolb
Warner Bros
WHAT AM(GONNA DO WITH YOU- Bury *MN
Zoe, Century
BLOODY WELL RIGHT
Supertramp
AA Ak
TRAMPLED UNDERFOOT-Led lapp.11n
Been Bong
I WANT TO BE FREE
-Ohio PON.,
Mucury
SUPERNATURAL THING Part
King
Atlantic
I MANNA DANCE WITH' 0400 (Doe DoDeno.)Ol.n Tin and The SesO-LAbe
Choleu
REMEMBER WHAT TOLD YOU TO FORGET/MYSHIP-

Ill

-

1-Beni

I

Tev.ru

Camel

-John Lemon
EMMA-Ho Chooelata
STAND BY ME
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CHICAGO VIII
THAT'STHE WAY OF THE WORLD
Earth, Wind and Fire

.

-

.

,

-

Ca

Ap,

EMl
EIekva

'CBS
TACA
P

Slats
Ve

d

'

Atlantic
Philips
EMI

RAK
RCA

RSO

tdJ

:

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI Led Zeppelin
HAVEYOUNEVERBEEN MELLOW
Olivia Newton John
CRASH LANDING JIM Hendrix
FUNNY LADY/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
Barbra Sbeoand
TOMMY/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
STRAIGHT SHOOTER Bad Company
AN EVENING
WELCOMEtNTO MY N GNTMARVAIiRo
Cooper

i4a
MCA

Repel»

Arse
PolesSwan

G

Atlanac

VertliP

SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
FIVE SIDE An

Wone,

NUTHIN' FANCY Lynyrd Skynyrd

HEARTSAmeno

Barnet
BLOW BY BLOW !en Beck
Éptc
BLUE JAYS Jusbn Hayward end John
Lodge
Threshold
KATY LIED Shay Dan
ABC
JUST A BOY
Sayer
Werner Bros
A SONG FOR YOU Temptations
Gorda
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU
rry WNh
2qh Garróv/
YOUNG AMERICANS David Bo.
BOW.
GREATESTFITS AI Green
Hr
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE Roberta Fleck
Atla rSc
THERFS ONE INEVERYCROWD
ETIC(Ja,Hiyn
SONGBIRD Jesse ColinI
g
THE MYTHS AND I
NDSOF KING ARTHUR AND THE Knight,
or Me round table
Rick Wakeman and the Engle Rock Ensemble
AlM
JUDITH Ady Collins
MISTER MAGIC Grover Warrington Jr.
E Kud'
BLUE SHY NIGHT THUNDER Michael
Mu My
TO BE True Harold Melvin and TM
l=
Blum Dees Miller

11.

Intoraddlaul

TOM CAT Tom Scott and L A Eepreu
I'LL PLAY FOR You Sera and Crofts
FLYING START Btackbyrda
SUN GODDESS Ramealy Lewis
FRAMPTON Pet., Fr.mpaon
ROCK 14' ROLL John L.mmn
BL000 ON THE TRACKS Bob pylon
COLD ON THE S40ULDE R Gordon Lightfoot
PLAYING POSSUM Carly Simon
BUSTIN'OUT Pure Prairie L.
STEPPING INTO TOMORROW Donald Byrd
FOR EARTH BELOW Robe Tree,
PERFECT ANGEL Minn, Riperton
PIECES OF SKY Emmylou Hem.
PLUG ME INTO SOMETHING carry Gram
YE ST ERDAYS Yee
PUT IT WHERE YOU WANT R Average W hna Bend
T LIKE A
Uncle Ronetadt
CRIME OF THE CENTURYaspeWemp

Warne Bro.
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Dacca
Mercury
DJM
20th Century

Patydn

Magnet

All Platinum
DON'T BE CRUEL
Billy Swan
Monument
WICKI WACKY
Fatback Band
Polydor
YOU BABY
John Holt
Trojan
DISCO QUEEN
Hot Chocolate
RAK
WEST HAM UNITED SUPPORTERS THEME SONG
National Shinguard Company Phuips
BAD LUCK
Harold Melvin and The Bluenotes
Philadelphia
YOU LAY SO EASY ON MV MIND -Andy Williams
CBS
FEEL THE NEED
Graham Central Station
Warner Brothers

-

Island

United Artists
Virgin
Threshold

V.J TOP 50ALM

15

DRMKRJ
SENDING OUT AN SOS

Bell

A&M

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES,
Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel'
THE BEST OF BREAD, Bread
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER, Simon and Garfunkel
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond
SOUVENIRS, Demis Roussos
WE CAN DO IT,Rubettes
I
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE, Gloria Gaynor
SHEER HEART ATTACK, Queen
ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
YESTERDAYS, Yes
FOREVER AND EVER, Demis Roussos
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW, Olivia Newton -John
MUD ROCK, Mud
THE BEST OF JOHN DENVER, John Denver
461 OCEAN BOULEVARD, Eric Clapton

US chart supplied by Billboard

HERE I GO AGAIN

Bell

Avco

TOMMY, Soundtrack

BC CHART
Bureau

'

,`

A
'
THE SINGLES, 1969-1973, Carpenters
Ha
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON, Pink Floyd
Virg
RUBYCON, Tangerine Dream
Vertigd
TOMORROW BELONGS TO ME, Sensational Alex Harvey Band
RCA
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF HITS, Perry Como
Bell
ROCK 'N ROLL DUDES, Glitter Band
CBS
IAN HUNTER, Ian Hunter
ABC
KATY LIED, Steely Dan
London
AL GREEN'S GREATEST HITS, Al Green
Swan Song
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
Decca
HIS GREATEST HITS, Engelbert Humperdinck
RCA
YOUNG AMERICANS, David Bowie
Capitol ,
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell
RCA
AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
THERE'S ONE IN EVERY CROWD, Eric Clayton
RSO
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney and Wings
Apple
AVERAGE WHITE BAND, Average White Band
Atlantic
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS, Bob Dylan
CBS
CRIME OF THE CENTURY, Supertramp
A&M
FISH RISING, Steve Hillage
V1ren

Supplied by British Market Research

Columbia
Capitol
Tamla
Capitol
Atlantic
AC
Atle1Bc

Atbnep

29
24
34

'36

41

Pye
RSO
EMI

Wamer Bro.

PhIlad.lphi. Intern /0nad
SHAKEYGROUND-T.,rpbIons
Gordy
LOVIN' YOU-Minnie Mperbn
Ep ic
MAGIC-Pilot
EMt
THE BERTHA BUTT BOOGIE Pt 1-Jimmy CA for

-

32
33
34
35

Avco
Apple
Vertigo
Sonet

Rocket

DONT TELL ME GOODNIGHT-Lobo
YOUNG AMERICANS
mid Boole

31

CBS

HEDONT LOVE YOU (UM I Low You)Tary Orlando end Dawn

- ~birds
-

-

f5

SAVE ME,Silver Convention
Magnet
I'M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES,West Ham United 1st Team Squad Pye
LADY MARMALADE,Labelle
Epic
I GET THE SWEETEST FEELING,Jackie Wilson
Brunswick
THE FUNKY GIBBON,Goodies
Bradley's

-9 l

10

21

Spark

Elektra
BEFORE THE NEXT 1EARDROP FALLS- Freddy Fender
ABC/Dot
iHey Won't You Rey) ANOTHER SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY
WRONG SONG
J. Thomas
ABC
JAC KIE BLUE -Oc
Moto Nin Daredevils
6A M
SHINING STAR- Earth, Wind and FIN
Columba
WALKING IN RHYTHM
Fanbq
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM -Elton John Band
MCA
ONLY YESTERDAY-Carpedee
LONG TALL GLASSES (I Can Dance)
Leo Sayer
Warner Bros
I DONTUKE TO SLEEP ALONE-PaulMW
United ArB.b
HOW LONG-Ace
Anchor
IT'SA MIRACLE -Barry Manila.
Ari.b
KILLER QUEEN-Queen
Elektn
BOY-John
THANK C.ODIll ACOUNTRY
Denver
RCA
CHEVY VAN-Sammy Johns
GRC

.15

17

RCA
Buddah

11 TOP50 S1nLES
1

19

15
16

20

WOMBLINGWHITETIEANDTAILS,Wombles

I

ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay City Rollers
THE BEST OF, Stylistics
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR,
Rick Wakeman and The English Rock

3
6

19

SKIING INTHESNOW,WigansOvation

ISRAELITES,Desmond Dekker
CUT THE CAKE,Average White Band
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU,Tanii Lynn
THE UGLY DUCKLING,Mike Reid
SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT,Eric Clayton
CALL ME ROUND,Pilot
VIVA EL FULHAM,Cottagers
GIRLS,Moments Et Whatnauts
TAKE YOUR MAMA FOR A RIDE,LuIu ,
THERE'S A WHOLE LOT OF LOVING,GGys & Dolls
IMAGINE ME, IMAGINE YOU,Fox

4

18

Jayboy

AUTOBAHAN,Kraftwerk
HASTA LA VISTA$ylvia

2
5

Decca
Tamla Motown

SING BABY SING,Stylistics
STAND BY ME,John Lennon

2
3
4

Polydor'

HOLD ON TO LOVE,Peter Skellem

FOX ONTHERUN,Sweet
THE WAY WE WERE,Gladys Knight & The Pips
SORRY DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT,Diana Ross
GET DOWN TONIGHT, K. C. ER The Sunshine Band
WHERE IS THE LOVE Betty Wright
PAPA OOH MOW MÓW,Sharonettes
DON'T DO IT BABY, Mac & Katie Kissoon
ONCE BITTEN TWICE SITY,lan Hunter

1

y

STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM, Shirley Bassey
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
7 11
9
BLUE JAYS, Justin Hayward and John Lodge
8
20 GREATEST HITS, Tom Jones
9
7
10
8 THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10cc
12 ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
11
12 16 JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Barry White
.
13 22
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS,
Simon and Garfunkel
1420 ROCK 'N ROLL, John Lennon

Decca
Bell
Chelsea
Bell

DING-A-DONG,Teach-In

1

5
6

Bell
Philadelphia

A UTTLE LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING,Gilbert Becaud
THE TEARS I CRIED,Glitter Band
I WANN A DANCE WIT CHOO,Discotex Et The
Sex-O-Lettes
LOVE LIKE YOU AND ME,Gary Glitter
ONLY YESTERDAY, Carpenters
LIFE IS A MINESTRONE,10cc
LOVE ME LOVE MY DOG,Peter Shelley
WE'LL FIND OUR DAY,Stephanie De Sykes
SWING YOUR DADDY,Jim Gilstrap

.

cILNIIS

Rakj

LOVING YOU,Minnie Ripperton
STAND BYYOUR MAN,Tammy Wynette
HURT SO GOOD,Susan Cadogan
HONEY, Bobby Goldsboro

50
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U.S. GOES

RECORD

¡QUEEN HAVE arrived
Iback in the III, after
their very stieermful US
and Japanese tours. At
6.95 in the morning ISO
fans were waiting sil
night to welcome home
the bend, with l6 year

ROLLER -

MIRROR
MtMSºESK
01-607 asi 1

CRAZY

.0/BOY

Shea booked

DUBLIN

-

personal appearance

when their first film
You're Neva Too Young
To Rock 4 premiered at
Dublin's Carlton Cinema.
On that day the film will
be simultaneously premiered in 56 cinemas
throughout Eire and a

Mailer blanket premiere
Is planned for Scotland
when the flint opens in 60
cinemas on July 6.
It la not expected to
open In London WI August
17.

The hulk of July and

August Is being devoted to
recording a new single
and material for their
first Private Stock album.

-

the big one after visiting
Rollers' dates an their
current tour.
With him were American Journalists whose
copy from the dates has

'stimulated American

Press coverage in more

than 300 publications.
Already at least two
American television networks have contacted
Bernstein and this week
the

band

were

being

filmed for immediate

television transmission In
the States.

At the same time,
Bernstein is going ahead
with arrangements for
the Rollers first U.S. tour
this winter.

A spokesman exThis unprecedented step of advance
booking an act so far little
known in the States canes
partly from the mood
being generated by key
TV networks, magazines
and newspapers.'

for '76

Lr

tracks being cut

ou

Hippodrome. Birming-

ham q6); Hammersmith.
Odeon, l aendon (7).

tn.:5
J

f1

1d

-

LIVE JAM

GENO W ASHINGTON'And The Ram Jam Band have a
live album released this month which was recorded in
the mid - Sixties at the height of the first soul boom in

^

Britain.

White

Owing to a continued 'industrial
dispute beyond our con,trol, Record
Mirror has again had to go to press
with a black and white cover and a
colour poster that has appeared

House
A

FILM crew from BBC's

Second

l-

TRADING DATES

'DATES ARE currently being finalised for Joan
Armatrading to tour Britain In late May.
Joan, who has 'a new album out titled Back To The
Night, Is in London rehearsing with her band Movies.
The line - up read,:) Gregg Knowles (rhythm guftr):
B. J. Colee(pedal steel guitar); Dag Small (electric
piano); James Lane (drums); Durban Laverde
(bass).
Joan will be playing piano, guitar and singing.

House

are

to

record Barry White's
entire Albert Hall con-

certs for

programme.

a

Allman

VA CAUGHT. Lead electric an got even hasn't he look
but, ok that's. Bottom the at string E bottom the with
down side up bass his playing Longmulr Alan. Proof
the be this could well. Instruments their play really
don't Rollers City Bay the that around flying rumours
of lot a been there's.

.

future
,

previously. We apologise for any
disappointment caused to readers,
and will return to full colour as
soon as possible.

split
definite
'Die clima., Brothers have

finally broken up.

The band, formed to
1969, has been the victim
of many split rumours
over the years, but now it
seems to have come true.

release! F13578

FORMULA
SYKES
STEPHANIE De Sykes
makes her motor racing
debut at Mallory Park on
May 18 in a celebrity

race.
BBC Radio l's only
female DJ, Anne Nightingale will also be taking
part and they will be

Gregg Allman said this week: It was fine while
it lasted, Mil I feel as if I pitted against leading
should begin a new phase
names In the pop and
of my life and now seems
radio worlds Including
as good a time as any."
Noel Edmonds and
Emperor Rosko.
It now seems likely that
The Radio One Race
Gregg will ,go on tour with Day will also include five
a seven or 11 - piece band
hours of "live" broadsimilar to the one that casting.
toured and made the
Racing at the Midlands
Gregg Allman Tour track starts at 2 pm with
album. '
practice front 9 am.

THE GOODIES
Latest

ridt

,

Take it from the bottom

_4-r,

first

r

.

Space Production Company, and is currently
producing them In his
Berkshire studio.
Lee became Interested
In the band six weeks ago
after he saw them on TV's
Magpie show.
He reckons they have
the tightest and most
interesting sound he has
heard in years, and
several record companies
have shown interest in the

TAMMY TOUR
be
supported by Bugafti and
Musker.
The full dates are:
Apollo, Glasgow (June
2); tEmplre, Liverpool
(3); Carlton. Dublin (4):

1
_

MUD

British tour will

L

ALVIN LEE has signed
funk band FBI to his

said this week: "We feel

W yneue's

.

up Alvin

Bernstein's European
partner, John Stanley'.

-

May.

F.B.I. pick

p'alned:

that one of the keys to the
Rollers' incredible success lies In their
appearance. Their tour
dates aren't just gigs
They're events. "

After four months away

the band have returned
home to begin wort on a
new album at the end of

While they were in
Japan they were invited

Ace U.S. promoter Sidney Bernstein has booked the
giant 55.000 capacity venue for a summer R8 concert,
following a "Rollers crazy" media reaction throughout
America's teeny Press.
Bernstein
the man

who took the Beatles to
America
has gone for

real Queen was arriving
a state visit.

¡for

old Sue Janaaon deeper.
ately trying to keep her
bouquet of flowers alive.

i

promotion of a British band since the
Beatles sent America crazy back in the
Sixties.

MUD STAR in a special
show at Dublin Stadium
en May 29 and the
following day make a

the British
Ambassador at the

Ito

(Embassy, and not only
that but as they were
i leaving Tokyo airport, the

-

City Rollers are to play New
York's Shea Stadium in the biggest
TIME BAY

HITS

TAMMY

QUEEN GREETED
'BY FAN CLUB
meet

marketed by
DECCA

RECORD MIRROR, MAY

4

WINGS have emphatically denied
they will be appearing at the
Knebworth Festival but they do
have a new album out soon and,
wait for it . . . It contains a
version of the theme
from the Crossroads
TV show.
The album. Venue, And

Mara, ts out on May

20.

Recorded In Allen

Toussaint's studios In
New Orleans (pictured
herel It contains 14 tracks
written by Paul and
Linda McCartney with

the exception of Medecine

Jar by guitarist Jimmy
McCulloch and, of course,
Tony Hatch's Crossroads
theme.
The album will be
released world wide and

advance orders

are-

McCartney:

ROAD

Crossroads yes

KILBURN AND The 111 gb
Roads' drummer David

Rohor an has left the
band to pursue a silo
career as a singer.

e'

Knebworth no

¡' _br
MILTON REAMEJAMES

Ex -Cockney

.'
1'

The album Is produced
by Paul and a single
Listen To What The Man
Said b/w Love In Song
will be lifted from the
album for May 16 release.

.

i
_

I

PAUL: in session. Pic by Linda McCartney

DAVID ROHOMAN

Guitarist suicide

GETTING THE HOBBIT HABIT!
INSPIRATION from

a desk? That's what Clifford T.
Ward is hoping for when he begins writing his next
album which is a serles of songs based on the mythical
hobbits.
Hobbits, you will remember, were created by Prof.
J. R. R. Tolle ten in The Hobbit And Lord Of The Rings.
Clifford Is hoping to take possession of the very desk

cult extravanganias were written and
move It into his Kidderminster farm.
Here's the rub. Currently It belongs to his recording
manager Tony Stratton Smith, who has promised to
present the desk to Clifford as soon as his current
single, Jig-Saw Girl, reaches the Top Ten.
It depends on you whether he gets the desk, gang.
on which those

LIVES...

EDITORIAL

Jan Iles
Martin Thorpe
Kay FosCumming
Dave aright

plus a few Bachmanisms.
There's a nimble ringer
worked jig, an Imitation
Hawaiian slide with the
relevant delicacy and

ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER
Alan Donaldson

POTLIGHT

Pt'BLICATIONS,

SPOTLIGHT HOUSE.

I

HC\WELL ROAD.
IONDO\,N77AX.
01

foot ,pines in fact.

Randy brought his axe
with him and boy can he
play.
BTO's heritage can be
traced principally back
through Guess Who and
Brave Belt and their
current sound Is a
prgg ressio'n over that
time. Quite simply it's
crunchy Quo, raw stomping rock embellished by
solos and virtuosity.
Even when some of
Randy's jazz influences
slip out, the driving beat
behind keeps the track on
course.
The set opened with
Rolling Down The -Highway, follow-up single to
the stammering success
You Ain't Seen Nothing
Yet. And this track, like
most of the others
Welcome Home and so on,
have much the same
basic principle. That is to
have a recurring three or
four chord burst immediately after the title Of
the song, or appropriate
catch phrase, has been
screamed into the mike.
Then the remainder of the
track is built around that.
Like most simple things,
it works.

that little blt'special, like
Randy's A-Z of guitar
playing insert. It was like
a guitar tutor's synopsis,
going through nearly
every guitar conception

11I51'It ritf:SIENT
DIRECTOR
Peter Wilkinson

Telephone:

100

Now and then you come
up against something just

MANAGING
DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

S

just down from Chopping

-

EDITOR

SIG 84 11

titled

set

a

-a

Brothers.

Dave Hancock

with

Handsome.

-

friend of the Allman

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Peter Haney

makes bow

Reame-.lames
FORMER COCKNEY Rebel star MiltonAnd
Superkld
launches a new rock musical - Venus
month.
in London's West End next
and will
The keyboards man has written all the music based
scIa extravaganza
perform during the show
on classical characters.
at the
Initially, the production runs for Nye weeks
a complete
Unicorn Theatre For Young People, then
rock adapte tion is planned, to be taken on the road and
tour as a rock band.
Milton has been Involved In the theatre since
university days and re-óstablished links with writer
Richard Crane (who wrote the new show) after be left
Cockney Rebel and Be -Bop De Luxe.
The new production was written specifically for the
young but, If successful, will be developed as a full rock
theatre event

The record marks the
debut of 25 years - old
drummer Joe English, a
former session man living
in Macon, Georgia, and

EDITOR
SUERS ROM

Joining Kilburna for
their forthcoming Beatah
tour will be ex-G.T.
Moore And Reggae
Guitar man Malcolm
Mortimer.
He Is currently rehearsing with the band and
their two chick vocalists,
The Brother Sisters.
Kilburn make their
album debut on May 23

11%

1,300,000.

Mandy Bachman and
Turner, look like they are

YOU TAKE
THE HIGH

.n

already In the region of

B.ACIOAMAN TURNER
OVERDRIVE / Glasgow
Apollo.
SO HERE they are at
last, the Canadian heavies everyone buys but
knows little about. From
their album covers they
appear pretty hefty guys.
They are. Two of them
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then

a

big let-yourself -go

burst, hitting the strings
with a drumstick.
Once they'd warmed
up, to their 'music and
their first ever British
audience, the band were
solid and tight, an obvious
result of all the time they

BADFINGER Guitarist
Peter Ham hanged
himself In his recording
studio, an inquest de-

Bass player, Tom
Evans said the group,

cided.
The suicide happened

discovered by the Beatles
would now split up
altogether.

-

shortly after the group

L1t%iES®®

a

sound Is amazingly full,
though with only half

until somebody

intimacy. Being
Toussaint

thought about turning it
up.
When everyone -and
everything is firing on all
cylinders, there's a battle

means having

...

:

'

'

the pick of the best session
men south of the Mason
Dixon Line
and the
highpolnt of the set was
sax man Gary Brown's
spine tingling solo 'work

-

that begins wherever

BTO play. The stomping'
anthems are open invitations for an audience
to get on their feet and
dance about. But the
stomping bouncers ' also

r

44.

- sit down.
worry though,

couldn't make the bigger
has undergone
circuits
a recent facelift and is
now being used by New
York promoters as a
welcome alternative to
the more formal Avery
Fisher and the oddly
lackadaisical Felt Forum. The combination of
Toussaint and tithe Feat

-

;

rare upfront solidity
that's always a joy to
witness. It is _rare too

other

5

I

proved to be one of those
rare thoughtful doubles
two acts that perfectly
complement each other.
Interest in Toussaint is

-

music to an audience, of

high
due to his association with

people who look

on

Toussaint as one of the
guiding lights in the
growth of black music
both as artist and
producer.
His appearances In
concert are rare and what
he presents on stage 1s a

-

performer of almost

endearing reticence. At

possibly that only
band to have it is The
Band, and at this concert
the parallels between
Feat and that splendid
outfit were paramount
It's there in the sense of

pure musicianship, of
communicating a pleasure In playing their

Currently running

LITTLE FEAT.' hypnotic quality
this concert he was there to sing his stuff. His
already at his piano as chat to the audience is cut
the lights came up
back to the bare
surprisingly young (con- essentials of the odd song
sidering his long track title, his contact with

-

record)

and wearing a

sludge green leathef
jacket with the collar
turned up.
With his ten piece
rhythm section and backup group Toussaint is

them relying solely on his
music. The result is that
you feel you've somehow
stumbled into either a

Toussaint recording session or his front room.
Opening with a roiling
version of Brickyard

'

eluding photographers,

road crews and male
groupies at the side of the
stage. Little Feat make
you smile. They are as
good as any band have
the right lobe.

Penny Valentine

AMERICAN GYPSY /

heavy lidded night at the
Lock.

-

-

'

on

Warners European
trek. Little Feat are now
in the upper echelons of
that peculiar structure
the rock group ladder of
fame and fortune. The
fact that It's taken them
four years and all the
inherent problems have,
In fact, given them that

LITTLE theatre once a
rather seedy showcase
home for acts that

new single Spanish Moon
had everyone an their
feet and moving, in-

i

Dingwalls,'I.ondon
WHY haven't I heard
about the Gypsy beforé? I

the

Bachman Turner always
win in the end.
Martin Thorpe

Dixie Chicken and thel

during Going Down
Slowly that gave a whole
new depth to that
particular phrase.
Since their success

issue their own in-

vitations

'cult' following from

r

that included

-

an

both the,LabeUe and new
Wings albums and there
has always been a steady

set

Freedom For The Stallion, Southern Nights and
Shorah! Shoorah!
all
presented with a casual
but ultimately satisfying

stage the sound was too

Don't

-

Blues, he worked through

four -piece band their

low

JERRY
'MUNGO Jerry's classic
hit In The Sumnwrdme Is
released on
being re
May 23, It was announced
this week.

LI

spend on the road. For a

their US equipment

COMMON

-

decided to split with their
managers.

real warmth. And while
their material may not be
so overtly melodic as
Robertson's, it's appeal
lies in a broad rhythmically hypnotic quality.
On Saturday they rolled
an already eager au
dience in fine style with
Lowell George presenting
instant charisma in a

beautifully unaffected

way.

surprisingly Feat
-withNot
after an hour on stage
Two Trains

Run-

ning, It's About Time, Fat
Man In The Bathtub,

mean these guys can cook
their way through a very

Tigh(as they were,their
Californian heritage still

managed to shine through
proving that' his six -piece
treeflowing band had
paid their dues. In their
time they've been hangers out with Frank ]apps,
Spirit, Santana and even

Jimi Hendrix.
That's the American

The Gypsy bit took
Spain and
Germany` before they
ended up settling in
Holland.

bit.

them to

Now these blacks she'

got bite, and proles
slonalism enough to give
their set pace. Even the
stuff that sounds so
obviously derivative still
manages to stand up.
Opening with a bit of
afro -type percussion the
band soon set into some
fine harmonies

on 10,000

Mlles (of truth?) and the
equally good Slip Inside
Your Love.
Then they went through
a Graham Central Station
/ Steve Miller period
before boogieing the night
away,
Let's hope the GypsY
have stopped wandering
because we need more
bands like this resident
this side of the Atlantic
David Hancock

5
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'TÁRTANMANIA . . . TARTANMANIA . . . TARTANMAN1A
by Martin Thorpe

St

.

EVER NOTICED that Alan Longmulr plays a left-handed bass. And hey, when
he hits the strings it makes a noise - not that 8,000 Glaswegian kids care very
much. Anything more technical than an opening chord and they'll just drown It
out with a chorus of screams, shouts and tearful pleas.
Of course Glasgow's Apollo,
opening venue on the Rollers' UK
tour
was not a place for the male
of the species. The girls in their
tartan -clad hordes saw to that,
swooping on the tickets in an hour
after box office opened sell-out. So
the females, ranging from nine

-

-

1,
11

'
_.

e

,.t,

`

a

years old up to the dizzy heights of
15, packed the two Sunday shows
with lashings of pubescent verve,
turning an ordinary musical concert
into what everybody expected, a
crazy, emotional cauldron of fan
worship.

The streets around the theatre started'
blocking up about three o'clock, two hours.
before the five o'clock afternoon matinee. By
the time the fins half was over and the kids
poured out to meet those queueing up for the

Y

evening show, the main street was well full..
The handful of police just weren't enough to
keep the youngster under control so it wasn't
long before the city's buses were playing
obstacle courses down the street and through.
the kids. It must have core as a ',flora shock
to a bus driver, motoring round the corner to
be faced by a gang of teenage girls all dressed
in white and tartan.
It's a uniform that doesn't comes straight
out of the latest Dior collection, guaranteed to
grab the front page of Vogue, and it's not the
sort of sexy wardrobe that will drive every
man mad with passion. Can you imagine Jean
Shrimpton walking Into the Ritz with halfmast trousers, peeping ankles in fluorescent
socks extended by multi.inch Frankenstein
boots?
Amway there they waited, crowded outside
the doors singing Rollers' songs and generally
being as fanatical as Rollers' fans are
supposed to be. Once they were in, the
tuation was much the same, only It had
transferred from the streets to the stalls and
the noise had grown with the echo from the

I.

-

e

('
iA

40

walls.
On entering the theatre and scanning the
scene you immediately felt like a parent
taking his child to a pantomime, and obliged
to sing along on the chorus.
Fora layman who hadn't experienced this
kind of situation before It was all very
strange. There's a new theatre rule book
being drawn up by Rollers' fans, a new way to
behave at a concert. It seems that you sit
down only when no-one Is on stage, but as soon

cure on you stand up, not on the
floor but the seat, disregarding the vision of
those still on their barns. Then you scream at
the top of your voice, slog a few lines, burst'
into tears, recover, scream a bit more then
wave your scarf ferociously. It it keeps flying
In the face of a Record Mirror journalist next
to you, who corm? If you keep getting a pair
of knee espa In your back what's the harm?
As theatre
owner said: "Oh for a Yes
as the band

concert Instead. They just came In, s11 down,
snap their fingers, get up, say 'nice one roan'
and leave."

The Rollers' set was predictable. It
contained most of their hits, plus tracks off
their new album Once Upon A Star. Leslie
McKeown skipped arotmd the stage, the
others smiled and played. But It isn't solely

i

the stage act, It's the whole experience

ofan
electric atmosphere, sweat, fervour.

brutality, emotion. Music seems to be least
Important, because you can't hear it anyway.

Now that's either due to the screams or the
kids singing along. It's very Impressive and a
credit to the fans' devotion that they know the
words to all the songs that matter. They also
know how to scream when It matters, when
Lee blows them a kiss or Eric Faulkner beams
smile. U Faberge could bottle that.
But the kids need to let go of their physical

energy.

r

f

i

They:re nearly all mentally

exhausted by the time the concert starts after
all the planning and strategies that have gone
before. Will they be at the airport? Will they
be at the hotel? Will they arrive early at
the
theatre? It's up to you which one you back just
to get a glimpse.
The same applies after the show. Ralf of
the
kids stay around for an encore which they
should know by now never comes. The others
dash out to catch the band as they scoot off In
a backstage van. Conned and
unsuccessful
they dash to the hotel. Two limos drive up.
Is
this them?

f

I

54

4'

1

No.

04.

,

So intent were one group of ladies on
their Idols that after the first showseeing
they
headed /or the hotel, sneaked In and locked
themselves In one of the toilets thinking
there must be some party In the hotel afterthat
show. And they were quite right, only the
the
Rollers did not attend. The girls eventually
did, after at least five hours in the lavatory,
only to discover the lack of Rollers present,
and it took a few kind words from Tam
Paton
to get them to leave.
In fact Tam himself is a bit of a star. Be gets
as much hero worship as the band, such
kids' devotion. Be was mobbed leavingIs the
theatre and again at the hoteL But he lovesthe
.just as the band themselves do, so as long it.
as
everyone keeps loving it, then spectacles like
Sunday night in Glasgow will be around for a
longtime yet.

lot
-

` :
s
r

A

so

Joe
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TARTANMANIA

TAURUS
(Apr21 to May 20)

Everything's piling on
top of you like a Ion of
bricks and If you ain't
careful you'll be up to
your neck in work and
problems. The only way
to get free la to start
unravelling all the

things that have

sprouted up like creep.
log Ivy rind deal with
o them as quickly an pots.

GEMINI
(May 21 10 tune 20)
You're in a devil may

care mood this week and
If you see any emllng

t

vicars on their bicycles
you'll be tempted to
shout out a thing or tinol

Yr.

Reserve all your

e

naughty little jokes for

-

the gang at the pub
they'u be able to take
'em standing up.

SUPERSTARS
CANCER
(June 21 to July to)
Ho hum. .4 thrWWk
Uccle caper Is about to
take place. It could
happen while you're in
the bath or In the
bedroom
don't draw
thé curtains, so the
window cleaner erin
share Merlin!
LEO
<July 21 to Aug 21)
making
A money
time is In the offing.
Perhaps you'll, Inherit
from a rich old aunt or
could It be that your
partner In crime will
share out the refunds on
the empties? Beware of
Mends on the cadge
'they'll drain you dry
' before you can say.

-

-

HELP!

VIRGO
(Aug22 to Sep 22)
Problems may arise
at work or school, but
you'll be able to ride the
storm, by flirting with
the people In authority.

LIBRA
(Sep

23 to

Oct 23)

Your pride will be as
strong as 'Enry Cooper
because you Cannot
bear the thought of
being jilted or stood up.
and you're sure that the
latent flame In your life
Is gown start playing'
around sooner or later.
Wei. why don't you beat
'em to it? Thal way you
won't get hurt.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov 1)
You'll be feeling In

a

rather airy fairy mood

(ells,

under title sign
beware!) and will want
to ,ample all the nicer
things In life. But you'll

have to come down off
that fluffy cloud nine
before your boss /
teacher knocks you off

It!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dee 20)
If lady Cbatterley was
around today she'd have)
competitions So would
Ohsanoval You lot are
feeling as randy as a
middle aged man away
from his wife for the
weekend. How bad's
that?

CAPRICORN
(Dec 21 to Jan 19)
To be or not to be, that
Is se question? But alas
we can't give you an
answer but we can give
you advice. You've
been going a little bit too
far during those pass

eonate sessions on the
settee. Cod It.

AQUARIUS

(Jan 20 to

Feb 19)

You'll have a great
time this week, so enjoy
it before we tell you
what's in store for the
nest!
PISCES

20 to Martel)
If this song line
"Fools rush in where
wise men fear to go'
doesn't apply to you,
well we meet have our,

(Feb

-

crystal ball upside
downt

ARIES

(Marti

to

Apr20)

It's touch and go (2)
your career's
concerned. You'll either
where

bailed the office /
classroom genius or the
biggest dum . dum that
has ever walked the
earth.
be

.451
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SHOWADDYWADDY ON TOUR
May nth FOLKESTONE leas call Hall
May 18th HAMMERSMITH Odeon
May 2101 LEEDS Grand Theatre
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On this oerasim, Vicky Qum Is
conducting the audience solo, since
his partner has fled to rewlde in The
State+ foe the time being to eerape
the taxman. On the agenda for
discussion during this meeting are
not just one or two members of Chinn
and (hapman's artists Costa past
and present, but the whole lot. So
here, for your edmcatlm, are the
thoughts of Chairman Chinn on acta
for wham he and his partner have
written hits. We begin with . . .
NEW WORLD.
Chinn: "We don't have anything to
do with them anymore. "
Right, next . .
SWEET.
(. . . who, as you probably
know, have severed theirassoclation
with Chinn and Chapman and are
.

just enjoying their first self -

composed hit with Fox On The Run).
Chinn: "There Is a lot of talent in
the band and they are certainly not
the mugs some people have made
them out to be. "
What do you think of Fox On The
Run?
"I think It is a very good single,
although I doubt if it will come to be
looked back on as one of their

greatest There will be better to
come. Fox On The Run sounds very
much like a Chinnichap song, which
Mike and I take as a great
compliment to us from the group.
"In all fairness, I must say that
this was the perfect time for Sweet to

decide to go it alone, because they
have the ability to make a success of

it and, more important, the

confidence, which they did not have
a few months ago.
"For them. I think, the turning
point was The Six Teens, which won
them respect. That one and
Ballroom Blitz: in my opinion, were
the best singles we gave them. "
The group have said recently that
while you and Mike Chapman were
great at providing them with the
right singles, you weren't so hot
when it came to albums. Do you

YOU DON'T ask for an Interview with
Mr. Chinn or Mr. Chapman, neither does
anyone put the Idea into your head by
suggesting you might care to do one.
What you get Is an outright summons, In
lids case: "Report to Mr. Chinn's
residence on Tuesday at 1800 hours".
One compiles readily, for a Chinn /

always
Chapman interview session' is
to a
Interesting. You might get treated
the
Chapman gem like "Sweet are
greatest musicians in the world today"
a
and you are bound to be treated to
monumental hangover, since the dynamic
duo dispense scotch with vicious

pened, which upset us.

a lot of
"However, we offered Mud
but It' is
money to stay with us, you don't
generally accepted that
offer quite as much for a group for

generosity.

ts

I

agree?

"That's a difficult one. No, I
wouldn't say we weren't so hot on

albums, It was more of a difference
of opinion. They considered albums
as being quite a different thing from
singles and we didn't .
. with Mud
Rock, for example, we proved that
you can make a great album of what
is basically singles material.
"While we're still on Sweet, I'd
like to say that we are still on the
most friendly of terms and should
they ever want to come back to Mike
.Chapman or I for advice on

'by

Ray
Fox Cumming,
-

.

anything, it would
forthcoming."

be

'

-"Al"

GONZALES.
I hear you've recently signed this
band?
'Yes.
Haven't they been around without
making it for rather too long?
"Not at all. I believe that the band
have a great deal to offer musically.
,All they need Is a hit single to get
them the attention they deserve. We
believe we can give them that hit and
the first single we've written for
them, called Hole In My Soul, will be
out May DI."
MIKE CHAPMAN.
Is it true Mike's putting out a
single of his own?
"Yes. "
Is it his first?
' (The first under his own name."
What name has he recorded under
before?
"Chapel for one record, The Hood
for another."
When's the new one coming out?
"I'm not sure yet."
Don't you find It difficult writing
songs together when Mike's on the
other side of The Atlantic?
"Difficult? It's bloody impossible,
that's why I'm going over to see him
In a couple of weeks' time. "
Will you ever make a record too?
"No, I can't sing."
Ah well, not to worry, you talk just
fine. Thank you.

gladly

SUZI QUATRO.
Here, Nicky Chinn readily admits,
It is own -up time. "With Suzi we
have temporarily lost our direction.
I can offer no excuses for her single
Your Mama Won't Like Me. I
thought it would be a big hit, Mike
Chapman thought it would and so did
Mlckie Most and we were wrong.
We attempted a style change and it

-

didn't work, so now I think for her we
will go back to the real rockers. With
Suzi,. it Isn't a question of what she
can or can't do, because she's a very
versatile artist. It's simply a matter
of what the public will accept from

her. I mean, we could give her a
ballad and I'm sure she'd do It very
well, but the public think of Stitt as a
gutsy little chick and that's the way
they w tint her to stay.

"At

NEW
.SINGLE

3rd May Links Ballroom, Cromer. Norfolk
6th May Barbareila's. Birmingham
9th May Golden Diamond, Sutton-in-Ashfield
10th May Sheffield University
13th May Heavy Steam Machine, Stoke

is

1

-

°

ON TOUR
2nd May Basingstoke Technical College

Suzl

therein the end, "

CHANGE'S COMING
..
AMS 7160

the moment,

concentrating on The States, where
she's playing Madison Square
Garden supporting Alice Cooper. It
can do her nothing but good."
SMOKEY.
(One of Chinn and Chapman's
newer proteges).
Chinn: "Smokey are the first act
we've been associated with who are
not immediately visual, and the first
act we've handled who have
appeared on Old Grey Whistle Test..
"Smokey are a long-term prospect
and we are not at all worried that
their first single, Pass It Around,
wasn't a hit. We would have liked a
hit with It of course, and we thought
we had one, but since it didn't get
airplay we were not given the
oportunity to be proved right, unlike
the Suzi record, for Instance, which
got all the airplay in the world and
proved us wrong.
"We're not overperturbed about
Smokey being slow starters
as far
as the charts are concerned we'll get

May Edinburgh University
17th May Glasgow University
18th May Mr. George's Club, Coventry
22nd May The Lyceum. Strand
23rd May Waltham Forest Technical College
24th May Liverpool Stadium
16th

WATCH OUT FOR FORTHCOMING ALBUM

"NUTZ TOO ...'f on A&M Records

And how about Smokey's debut
album?
,
"I think It was a
little too varied for its
own good looking
.15
back on it, but it was
a good start,"

MUD.
(A sore subject).
Is It true that you
and Mike refused to
handle Mud after
they left the RAK
label?
"Now I want to get
this quite clear. Mud
told us that they
would not change
labels without telling

us

about

It

in

advance, but in the
event they told us
after It had hap-

for
whom you've been providing hits
would if they
a long while. as you
You
were completely new to you.
expect to get them a little cheaper
know
simply because they doalready
exactly what you can for them.
"Anyway Mud got a higher offer
elsewhere and they went. Now. I'd
is no
like to point out that there myself
contractual Ue-up between
only
tie is
The
RAK.
and Mike and
with
one of loyalty. We have worked
and
friends
as
years
for
Mlckie Most
the
is
label
there's no doubt that his
Independent
small
successful
most
one there Is."
'Obviously you are sorry to lose
Mud, but how do you think It will
affect them?
"Frankly, I think they've madethea
stupid move. They are not inMud
same position as Sweet at alL
are not ready to write their own hits
and I think time will show that I'm
right In saying that and that they've
made a big mistake. "
Is Oh Boy the last Mud record,
with which you and Mike Chapman
were Involved?
"No, there's the Mud Rock Two
album coming out In June."
Doubtless too, there will be singles
put out from that album. The golden
goose may have flown, but the eggs
are still left behind for marketing.

1
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RISOTTO AND CHIPS
by Peter Harvey
.J,
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THE WORST, most
boring, mundane
and ugly band in the
world are feeling
rather confident.
It shows whet; they
into a massive
Mercedes ilmmo parked
outside the Beeb's trout
door, then again when
glide

they slope into a
restaurant with approximately four record
company executives

smoothing the way.
The trend continues
over lunch when, surthe
prise, surprise,smart
patrons of this
diner discover stars in
their midst. The boys

handle it very well
They're obliging. jokey,

and

just

a

little

admonishing when members of their entourage
begin inking the pee.

The comment sounds
like condemnation of their
old record company UK
bossed by Jonathan King
but Lol Creme is quick
to defend him.
"'He was bloody good,'
he says, "but the trouble
is his facilities are limited
just by the nature of his
company. We reached the
stage where we needed all
the resources of a big
company to break Europe
and America
Their big money trans-

-

.

(er from Little UK
Records to world - wide
Phor,ogram was, 'it
seems, Inevitable. "Jonathan knows UK's
limitations and so do we,"
says Lol. "And when we
started out we knew 11
wouldn't last very long.
He told us it wouldn't last
very long. "

Further bitchiness

about the band being a
group of mdney lusters Is
also swept away.
IOcc's renowned lack
"It was very amiImage, but whatever you_ cable," Kevin Godley
says of the move.
"You reach a- Certain
growth rate with the band
and it's got to be (Inanced
properly, especially on
equipment and things like
tha j. '
Lol interjects: "There
little things like the
are
about
may have heard
pressing of Sheet
initial
them. they remain com
(second album)
Music
pletely individual.
while the initial
was
1,500
Eric Stewart places the
of the Original
tape microphone in a pressing
was 76,000.
Soundtrack
bit
a
glass
''to give yo
'of
That's the sort
of reverberation"
we're talking
difference
selection
orders a modest
a
comIt's
about.
of food, and admits:
mitment." They al)
"There's been a tre- agree.
mendous upsurge all of a
Not surprisingly how.
sudden.
feels a lot more
ever, America is their
together too."

It's all quite

a

revelation consideringof

-

-

-

It

L

f

major objective. They
"I was in a shoe shop
recall );itterly the failure the_other day and it was
of Sheet Music in the full of young nubile

'States.
chicks, and there was
"We saw the album get only one guy working
tremendous Press," says there
he must have
and.he
Graham. "And it just 'been about 35
slipped down the drain. was the only orle who
They got it in 'the charts came up to me and+said_
but they couldn't keep, it 'you're from 10cc' aren't
you'. I- think he fancied
there."
Lol goes on: "We had to me!"

-

make a change. We
couldn't afford to put all
that work Into an album
and just see 1t wasted."
So another part of their
new deal is getting

9:

_

recognition in the most

important music market
in the world. They reckon
they'll do it too despite
their well: known image
problem.
"That is a problem,"
says Eric, "because
people want a pigeon hole
and with us it's
everything. We'd like to
call It 10cc music."
They'd also like to be

-

treated as human beings.
In fact, the truth is; folks
are a bit wary of 10cc.
They never get mobbed
and when fans do get
jhrough to them they
mostly want to ask
Intricate questions about
the music. In -short, the
fans are reverent
"Yeah," they all agree.
"Tao bloody reverent,"
ssays 'Eric. "We get so
much respect it's boring.
Anyway we don't go out to
make the scene or
anything like that, we just_
work. "
Ask them how they get
treated in the street and
they'll say they've been
Ignored a lot. Graham
has a good story.

-

,'

°it,

j

.
They agree they're too

old

for fan mania.

They've been pros for
seven years: Old hacks
you might say, but each of
them still insists that
what they've done so far
is buta beginning. The accusation that has
really hurt Is that they
view the world from
inside Strawberry Studios
their Manchester base.
?'That's bullshit," says
Lol.
"When' you consider
that in the space of 18
months we've had three
trips to America, Eng
land 'twice, the whole of
it's not
Europe
exactly a studio band is

-

it?"

Anyway the point is,
despite all the haggling
over their new record
deal, Original Soundtrack
is now an enormous
success. Minestroni has
re - established them as a
single's band, -and the
follow
up, I'm Not In
Love, Is likely to be an

eyed bigger smash.
Meanwhile, they are
playing More _.gigs in
Britain following the sell
out of their recent tour.
The big question Is, do
they party when -they're
on the road?
"Party? You have

LO

Inferno was based on one
of our exploits in L.A.

and the Poseidon Adventure was about one of our
crossings to the Cmunent And Airport 75

we're very
próne."

disaster

never seen anything like

1t,'1days Lot.
'=We have been known
to go to bed as 10," Kevin

continues, deadpan.
"Actually, I once ran
amok with a crossword
puzzle," Graham says.
"Then someone suggested we play backgam-

mon."

Yeah, and the crux of
he was fully

it all was that

-

clothed" Lol.
He warms to
theme: "The thing

this
is

that

the whole of the pop scene
is decadent, and no one
can be more decadent
than 10 cc on the road.
But we admit it. We know

we're decadent. "
Eric: "We do -crosswords, we play backgammm. We do hang the
man, we squeak a

"But that's a bit touchy
that," Lol continues.

-

Kevin
"the beast of
Lisbon" (as he's known)

adopts a German accent:
"By the vay, how many of
the group are 'homosethis is a radio
xuals'

Meanwhile, back at the

Interview, despite the

news that each of them Is

Investing in property,

there's no danger that
this lot are going to settle
down. Lol adds the final
'word: "We've only just
started in the world; the
world in our oyster. This
has been the first real
tour of England that we
have ever DONE."

Erie: "Yeah. It's just

"As you've gathered,"
says Kevin,"we're quite a
quiet group. We do have
lapses though, but we
think there is something
seriously wrong with us.
We're very respectable.
We re -decorate rooms
that are dirty .
."
They deride it's not that
the rest of the music biz Is
flippant, It merely knows
how to have a good time.
"They have different
values," says Lod. "And I
a lot of people are
think
perhaps more into the
loonng than the actual
music. But we do have a
good time when we get

together with another
band. If they instigate,
then we'll join in. But we
wouldn't Instigate, we're
too shy."

Kevin points out that
they take great care over
sound checks and the like,
and by the time they've
announcer Interviewing 'played they haven't got
us on the European the strength for an orgy.
'tour.
Just at this point the
Naturally, four Man- lunch In question began to
something of a
on
thrive
resemble
chester lads
free - for - all with
such comic situations. As
Eric Stewart puts it: charming Kensington
in
"10cc'sRoman orgies are ladies winning the day
their race for autothe talk of the European
Towering
graphs.
The
jet set.

-

4

.the beginning."
The same applies

their studio work.
are one

to
10cc

of the bands

currently employing
tapes on stage (they use
one on I'm Not In Love
because the original has

258

voices)

and are

renouned technicians Inside their studio, but here
again they suggest they
are still "very young':

.

1,f

"Y'see," says Erlc,

"each year everything
you know about the studio

becomes obsolete because'

there are so many new
things. It's an art form in

itself as

Is

working, on

stage. You have to have

totally different
attitudes. "
"We're ñever gonna
run out of songs,"
Graham offers.
"It's like a painter,"
says Eric. "Its a pallett
two

and It's up to you to get
the most out of it. "

Exit four stars, in big
black llmmo.

'We're very respectable. We 're -decorate rooms that are dirty

..

-
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"This isn't called Dance for nothing,
because heres Arthur back doing what he's best

l.gout (Om p
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dance

,,e vim

Nita

Cozy

MARKETED BY

DECO

music-and showing that

at-

hasn't lost the knack
The variety of rhythms and styles here
is amazing, every track works beautifully."
he

RECORD MIRROR

Hear Arthur
'IN CONCERT/RADIO 1
17th May 6.30pm
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Concluding our series
looking at PILOT as
individuals.
This week: the writer

PRESENT

-

?he 3irrt'Albunt3rom7he Sensational

TIIE name "Pilot" Is
made

up basically

with Initials from
Paton, Lyall and

P

Tosb, and If you
stuck the guy. In a
Urte

-

up meet people

would pick out David
Paton, vocalist and
bass guitarist as The
Fats, of Pilot.
"And yet I'm only
Just getting used to
the limelight. In
every band I've been
in. I've tried to slope
off to the side. With
Pilot, I just had to get
out front and Its

p'a

.r

really

been a
struggle to gain

°

d.

Confidence in my-

self."

His father was an
opera singer, hardly

profession for
retiring little flowers
a

"I

used to put his
records on and sing
along with them." As
a

result, David's

Interest in classical
music became quite
fanatical, not the sort
of hobby that gained
much sympathy in
the back streets of
Leith where he grew
up.

David was born on
October 1949,
under the dangerous
29th

sign of Scorpio. His
sister is two years
older and could have
been a model but she
got married. For two
years he went to

1

r

1

14.

i

f
er

COME 1LY
WITH ME

i

MAG5005 RELEASED MAY 9TH
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Leith Academy until
his family moved out
of their pre - fab into
a tenement in the
very rough district of
Inch.
which said "Edinburgh's presentation and creating
"We had three police- Top Hand require lead controlled hysteria. Then
man on one side and guitarist." My sister they got a new organist.
pedestrians on the other! phoned up and arranged With classical training. 1
My mother had to drag the audition and' her didn't like him at all. I
thought either Bill Lyall
me to school until I was boyfriend lent me his
about eight. I was a cissy flashy equipment and I leaves or I do. Then I
heard a song he wrote and
because I never had a passed with flying cochanged my mind."
scar on my face. lours."
Everybody wanted to
But David did leave. A the
The band 'was
fight me. "
Beachcombers and David singer from a band called
His distinguished played with them for two The Tandem asked him to
school career continued years. They got a form a new band, which
atLiberton Secondary. "I recording contract with he did, called Christyan.
never studied but I was C. B. S. and changed the They got a Decca
really in with the hard name to The Boots. But contract. Made a record
nuts there, so I learnt to things weren't going so called Nursery Land and
lake care of myself. I was well.
David still occasionally
about 16th in a class of
gets a royalty cheque for
"We only had about one it. Christyan lasted two
thirty."
was
I
a
month.
gig
but just didn't
When David was about
to stay years
thirteen his parents took pawningdidstuff
break.
odd jobs like
alive. I
him on holiday to Spain.
the Rollers
"I
saw
cellar
wine
a
"I saw a young boy of working in for the BBC doing well with "Keep on
about twelve playing a and driving
and,I
thought
Dancing"
had
I'd
finally
but
guitar in a window and I enough. I went home to I'd made a drastic
Just had to get a guitar. IS
'I worked as a
mistake.
short
a
Got
Edinburgh;
It cost and that was the
milkman and stacked
clothes
end of everything. I gave hair cut, aclvvy
job as an shelves 1n a superhad
Up beating up girls and and
market. I heard Billy had
six
months,
for
electrician
learnt the guitar.
Tom Paton asked me left the Rollers and one
"Our music teacher until
day I bumped into him In
his
on
a
Job
like
I'd
if
used to teach everyone
lorry for f6 a week. the Music Library in
else and Ignore me. When potato
Edinburgh. "
was
he
But
Great.
In
I tried singing
Bill was engineer at the
After a week,
harmony, he used to say scheming.
to see the Bay Cralghall studios and he
"Someone's singing out of he tookme
and
Dave began laying
"They're
Rollers.
City
tune."
down a few songs. Dave
he said,
However, my sister had really good."
worked as a session man
guitarist
lead
their
"but
a boyfriend who showed
at the studio as well. One
how would
me a few things on the wants to leave,
like to come along of the songs they demo'd
guitar, and eventually you
was Magic. "I wrote that
was
So
I
when the Beatles came and practise?"
I could when I was a milkman. "
along, I became quite self in. He told meI wanted,
Tam White met David's
whatever
sufficient I used to play have meals and clothes, sister, and asked her If
everything .on -their basic
would like the bass
David
The
myself!
to
time
butno
records: bass, harmolike my short player's job atTiflanys.
nies, rhythms, and when I tans didn't I grew it. I
"I noticed Ian Hairnson
was about fifteen I saw an haircut so
was playing and I thought
ad In the Evening News learned a lot about

3eaturinq both hit singles
"?here'',9 Whole Lot Off Loving"
and "'Here 1 Cjo i4gain"

V\

by Jan Etherington

this was going to be a
good band. So I was

working -with Ian at
Tlffanys at night and

writing songs with Bill 111
the day. Ian left Tlffanys
and went to London. He
used to come up and see
us and we used to play

him our demo tapes In the
car and he'd say "the

songs are great, but the

guitar playings rub-

When the regular
drummer in our band
went off to play football
we used to get a guy
-called Stuart Tosh to play
and we took hint down to
Craighau to play on our
demos. We hadn't tried
EMI because we though
they were too big but
knew the label
- Stuart
manager, John "The
Tooth" Cavanagh and

bish."

7ht/tjt

.they listened and gave us

contract. We knew
where Ian was playing
and we went to see him
and he played on the B
side of Magic. I never
thought he'd'want to join
us, but he did. Now we're.
together and I know how
good we are. I'd like Pilot
to get a tittle more respect
than we've got."
a

.

"I like being beside the
piano and writing more
than anything and It
upsets me when I haven't
got the time- If I make the
time I find I sit there and
nothing comes and I end
up throwing the plano
against the wall. But I'll,.
survive. I'm not such a
worrier now as I used
It's getting easier."

to

be.

ALso available oncassene 2C MAC 5006 oral cartndoeYB
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FOR JACKIE (Mr. Excitement) Willson
must seem just a little bit confusing
it Is.
almost as If he doesn't know what yearwhich
The whole thing stems from his hits,
seem oddly out of synch with their release

-

JACKIE AND
HIS LATE,
LATER A
LATEST 'HI
by DavW Hancock

dates.

For instance, I Get The Sweetest Feeling

has already climbed the British charts back
in 1972 yet it was released three years
earlier in 1969.
As for the evergreen Higher and Higher,
that was a hit here in '69 but was cut at the
CBS Chicago studios in 1965. Quite

confusing.
Going back even further;the classic Baby
Workout recorded in 1963 picked up more
popularity a few years later with the first
Major disco / soul boom.

t

i

e

The fact is that Jackie Wilson Is one of the legendary
great black singers whose quality of voice means his
records are bound to endure.
At 99 years old he's been testifying/or the last 22 of
them, ever since he replaced Clyde McPhatter'in Billy
Ward's Dominoes.
Jackie says of those days: "I went up to Ward and
told him that I could outsing Clyde. Four or five months
later when Clyde was leaving to form the Drifters,I got
the call.
He reckons he learnt all
his craft during the three
years he spent with the

Dominoes and is especially indebted to Ward. But

it wasn't till after

left

he

the band that he started
hitting the really big

.1

time.

He left because he
wanted to get nearer his
black roots than the Las
Vegas skyline which
.Ward had his eyes set on.
A deal was worked out
with BrunswickIn which
,he
he

got 50,000 dollars a

for five years

regardless of whether he
had hits or not. But this
was 1957 and his first diet
Reel
became a classic
Petite.
Many more million
sellers were to come later,
but this was the most

-

Arta, kee,nsttem

Important

ORIGINAL

F
lEMsResley

-

'l

'

aí

why our cassettes sound better than
anyone else's.
You'll find all.nevv RCA cassettes recórded on the
famous super -quiet Dolby system.
But other recording companies can claim that, too.
What no-one else can boast is the talent you hear on RCA tapes.
We've got people such as Sweet, Perry Como, John
Denver, Elvis Presley, Jim Reeves, Artur Rubinstein, The Tymes,
David Bowie, Glenn Miller and Jack Jones.
But to know just how fine RCA tapes can be you should
see the RCA tapes catalogue. It contains details of all the RCA
artists on tape.
Ask to see it at your local record shop today.

RO/1

AND CARTRIDGES

and Higher he says:

"My
luck really changed
because -producer' Carl

Davis came up with good
stuff. I always wanted to
try things -like that and to
that
helped Its me Higher was more
struggling songwriter" to _gospel than r&b
nearer
start his own record to what I'd sung as a kid.
felt more at home."
company. The songwriter
was Berry Gordy and the
Early next month we'll
company was, of course,
be given a chance to see
Tamla Motown.
Wilson continued to hit the live magic of Mr.
big in the States with Excitement when he
Lonely Teardrops, Dog - plays a serles of dates in

jt

Just a few of the reasons

CASSETTES

^u

At the time original
"race music" was almost
exclusively for a black
audience. For the honkys
there were Bill Haley and
Presley ripping off the
black music patterns and
beginning the birth of
rock 'n' roll.
Reet Petite helped
change that by selling to a
white audience, establishing black r&b, and
making Jackie one of the
first universally accepted
soul singers alongside
Fats Domino.
Another spin-off of the
Rest Petite success -was

-

gin' Around, Night,

Samson And Delilah and
Alone At Last
an early

-

Britain.

Then things scaled

He la a full-scale energy
machine with a lot of fast
footwork
a reminder of
the days when he was an
American Golden Gloves
boxing champ.

apartment.
The remainder of his
major hits have already
been listed. About Higher

He is also one of the few
old r&b singers who enjoy
appearing on Rock 'n'
Roll Revival shows
usually considered to be
the graveyard of talent.

pop translation of a
Tchaikowsky piano concerto.

-

down a little after 1951
when he was shot by a girl
fan outside his New York

-

-

"Those shows are
beautiful, a very healthy
thing", he acknowledges.
"It's good for the Image of
what was, and of what
well be.

It'll

always be

a

part of International
music."

Fortunately Jackie

far from any sort
graveyard and It's

is

of

good

to see, every two or three
years, a new generation
of black music lovers
getting Into his sound.

vl

range
hchesa
W
stre tit
fromoca low Dthat
high C, it looks as if bete
going to be web us for
some time. So what does
he think about his old
records being hits YSt
again in Britain?

"Great", he says. "In
`two years time, the stuff
I'm doing now will start
selling in the UK "

Trojan Sound competition winners(2)
Mark Moran. 18, Heat.
htield Road, Hasbury,
Halesoeven, Worcs.

L.

Frost, 80, Ashleigh

Avenue, Bridgwater,

Somerset.

Gary

Raymond

Aberdeen, Scotland.

sleeves Close, Whitmore
Park, _Coventry, CUS

Blatd,, 90, Rh.
eraway, North Lynn',
King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Catherine Innes, 519,
North Anderson Drive,

Yvette Lindsay,

18,

Ashfleld, Wavertree, Liv.
erpool.

Borhey, 1,
Woodbine Cottages,
Springwell, Tyne &
Wear.
S.

Wlthey,

8,

Green.

4EP.
C. McKee, 93, Mayerusa
Ave..ue, Murden, Surrey.

Malcolm John. 99, Fair
mile Road, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

Wendy Ghullkie, 41Ashvale Gardens, cos.
hem Bond/later, E sees.

Barry Pillar,

8,

84

Marys, Gamlingal

Sandy, Beds.
Robert Jones, 44. Care
Koad, Dunetall. WSIvN
bampten, Staffs.

j
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HARVEY GOLDSMITH IN ASSOCIATION WITH BRIAN LANE PRESENTS,

I
Ch IriY2$iAnp CE6ERDS OF KTR6 AR2ryüR
APAGEANTON:l

,'.featuring'
The Ehglish ROck Ensemble;:
e New Wórld Symphóny Orchestra
Conducted by David Meashafn
.E

.

h English Chamber Choir:"

The Noftiligham Festival Choir::

pNarration byTérryTaplin
plus á.host of ice stars.
i

.
-

'

..

HE' EMPIRE-POOLWEMBLE
on=Friday May 0th,Saturday May 31st, Sunday June 1st at 8 pm
'tickets £2.50, £2.00 and £1.50

Available from the,Empire Pool box office - telí 9021234'and

all usual agents.

ALBUM; AVAILABLE ON 'AO .RECORDS AND TAPES
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I WISH !WASN'T ALHAYS
DOESN'T
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TI/E BRIDESMAID-

SUE LOOK 4-PEAT. SHE'S
(OT SUCH ,BEAUTI FUL SKIN

a

'
After Hasta,
a brand new
Vista for Sylvia
tr

.f'á

7r

T,!!

MY SKIN 15 So DULL AND
LIFELESS. PERHAPS ANNE
FRENCH CAN HELPIHE

YES CAROL, I'M SURE IT CAN. YOU

NEED ANNE FRENCH DEEP CLEANSINC MILK TO REMOVE EVERY
TRACE OF GRIME ANC) STI9LE BAKE UP
(EAVES YOUR SKIN FRESH AND
HEALTHY AND DEEP CLEAN

\` `IiI

did

R
nn

IIIIIIIuu

FEW WEEKS
LATER

JU

LDOIc

AT THAT.

l'i

1

111111 111 111 111
Illnn,,.,,,,,,, di
HELLO JILL SOMETHING WONDERFUL
HAS HAPPENED. 808 AND ,I ARE 4ET'TINqy'
NARRIEE.CAN 0L) COIIE I5 THE iVEDDIN6.

- i u

11
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FRENCH
DE EP

-
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last,'
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e

FEREPCE

CLEANSING MILK

For a lovely complexion
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Majorca recently swearing that If she ever heard
Y Viva Espana or Rasta La Vista again, she
would do somebody a mischief.
This week, more surprisingly, Sylvia, thé lady
who sings both of those songs, says that she's just
about had her till of them too. On the line from .
Stockholm, which seemed to attract every other
phone conversation going on in the world at that
time, she ?elterated that she' did not want to
record Y Viva Espana at all to start with.
"I didn't like the song and I took some
persuading before I agreed to have a try at it.
Now I've been singing it for two years and I have
grown to feel better towards it, because it's 'a
song that has something which makes people
happy. The audiences love it and so, of course. I
enjoy singing it because it does give people so
much pleasure.
And how about Y Viva Espana's successor,
Hasta La Vista?
"The reaction fs the same, but then it's a very
similar kind of song. "
Will the next one be In the same vein?
"No", she says firmly, "two of those Is enough
for me. This time I shall come out with something
completely different "

"I

I

t

r

OUR EXTRAORDINARILY personable editor,
the lovely Lady Byrom, returned from holiday le

Such as?

ANNE

O

really know yet, we're having
meé ungs about it at the moment "
Is there an albumin the offing?
"Yes, there Is. I finished recording it a little
while ago and 1 think it will be released in about a
month's time. It is all recorded in English, but at
first it was Intended just for Sweden. Then the
London office of my record company heard It and
said they wanted it for Britain too. "
What is it called?
"Stardust And Sunshine. It is mainly a
don't

collection of well-known songs. There's Tot: Are
The Sunshine Of My Life, then A House la Not A
Home and Mrs Robinson to name just a few. "
Are either Y Viva Espana or Hasta La Vista on
the album?
"No", says Sylvia laughing, "they are not "
Clearly the lovely Swedish lady has decided
that however much moreni leage there Is in her
Latin sound, she's not stepping along that road
any further.
I've never even played a concert In Spain".
she tells me. "In fact, the only country where
I've played outside Sweden was In Ronda last
year. I did a tour there, taking in five cities. "
Was it difficult touring behind the Volk
(Curtain?
"Not at all, I enjoyed it very much and the?
gave me the very best circumstances to work InEverything about that trip was great except the
food, which was terrible!"
Do you have any plans to do cabaret In

Britain?
"Yes, I'd like to play over there very much and
my agent is trying to fix up for me to cane N
October or November this year. "
In the meantime, Sylvia Is working hard is
cabaret around Sweden. 'I'm just about to open

month's season in Stockholm. It'll be the third
time I have played at this particular,44ce. Vie
do a month there regularly every year.
If that makes it sound as It Sylvia has been
around a while, it's because she has. Although
now only In her late twenties and looking very
young even for that age, she has been singing fen
about 12 years and in her own country must hare
the status of a Strelsand. Our editor, however'
remains unimpressed. "Did you tell her'. she
says after Tye replaced the receiver, "that her
bloody records nearly ruined my holiday." Mil
one would!
_

by Ray Fox-Cumming

P
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WE BRITISH imagine the German Fr-aulelns to look
like hefty dairy maids with Insatiable appetites for
lager and liver sausage. But this Madchen
Schmadchen must end right here.
Take a long 'n' lingering look at the three svelte
German girls who call themselves Silver Conventlon,ft
and now tell,us what you think of the Fatherland's
female of the species. No, er, on second thoughts,

don't!

These bold besoms would be more at home on the pages of Men
Only because their image portrays a large element of S-E -X. This
would no doubt cause the dirty mac brigade (and musical voyeurs)
to shiver with ecstasy at the thought of these cutles going on stage
wearing flimsy apparel and handcuffs though unfortunately the
handcuffs were promptly banned .by the Beeb when the girls
appeared on Top Of The Pops).
The line-up Contains 23 - year- old Jackie Carter from Mauritius,
who's as bubbly as an Aero bar and twice as sweet;
Linda
Uebelheer, 24, a freshfaced ginger
-nut from Munich, and lastly
Romana Kraft, 20, from Frankfurt. who used to be a kind of teenage
Shirley Temple figure In Germany some 10 years ago.
Unfortunately she had to fly back home immediately after the show
to complete her solo engagements on the Cabaret circuit, so
l talked
to Linda and Jackie in a palatial London hotel'room amid unmade
beds, sour wine and a plethora of left-over goodies from an informal
gathering the night before.
Jackie told me that
Silver Convention have
been together for only six
months, but all girls have
been In one group or
another since leaving

hat wears

handcuffs

and
features aFrañ kfurter?

school.

Their manager, MiContinental chappie
should
immaculate

chael Kunze, looking like

a

-

tailored jacket and razor
sharp creases In his well cut pants
sat close by in
case the girls got tongue -

-

e

a

t1ed.

"Michael is the brain
vention," ,they said, as they Introduced us; "he
brought us together and

behind Sliver Con-

producer, friend, every-

-. well almost,"
giggled Jackie.
Apparently the girls
were going to be called
Silver Bird Convention
but there is ,a group in
America of the same
name; so they gave the
bird the push, .
It saves any complications," said Jackie,
thing

-

'Indulging in a touch of
'echadenfreude.
"Of course lots of
people have Influenced us
musically, but we like to
think our act Is fresh and
original. "
Well, If you saw 'em Last
week on TOTP Shaking
their buttocks to their hit
loon, you'll know that
these girls have got
somethin' gain' for 'em.
As we mentioned earlier
they couldn't- wear handcuffs which Is In some
people's minds the highlight of the act. But even
so their performance still
probably relieved you of
the ennui and frustration
of constantly seeing
pretty boys, who week
after week Chun out the
same old humpity dumpIty beat.
"We enjoyed the show
and met a lot of the other
groups and It just so
happened that I knew one
of the girls from Guys and
Dolls
I met her in
.Munich some time back,"
Jackie said.
"I like the English
ones we've met

far, like musicians and

record
all
-- they're
always

people from
companies
so funny

laughing and looking.
They all thought I was a
Cockney
do I talk
funny?"
Now that they've
appeared on Engleesh

-

11014

,_

telly, sampled some of the

British talent and visited
Blba's,' what's gonna

Answer:

first record released,

titled Save Me, which is
already doing very well In
the British chart and
looking like it could reach
the top 10 within a week or

happen next?

"We've just finished

two.
So what do these
winsome birds get up to
on stage? Are they like
Europe's answer to The

alike. Our gear la glittery

care Jackie,

so

have their

Supremes? The Three

-

'may

"well the

Convention portrays what

Degrees? Or are they an
up -dated version of our
truly wunnerful Beverley
Sisters?
"We all dress the same
on stage and look very

Isaac Hayes,
Knight, Aretha
"all black les", reflects the devil -

'Franklin

boys," she admitted,

"and besides, Silver
we are. "
The band

item are

!Gladys

-

H

now he acts as manager,

ventlon eater for the disco
dudes who like shakin' a
leg, as most of their stuff
Is very up- tempo up -tu nk o
stuff. Backed by a 10 piece band essentially
made up of assorted
keyboards and strings.
the overall sound effect Is
flash -trash and haunting
melod les.
Their personal favour

our debut album." they
said. "It's going to be
mixed in May and after
that It all depends on the
success of Save Me; if It's
really big then we'll
release It straight away.
The album is a versatile
one with all kinds of

11

F
V'

and silky, y'know very
feminine and sexy. We
like to look good on
stage. "
Who's the lead singer?
"There is no lead singer,"
they said. We don't have

Ike one main singer with
two back-up singers, we
are all equaL
":We have a lot of

..

read on
by Jan Iles

dancing in our act which
is Just as Important as the
singing really. "

In other words, melee
Lelber, you entertain?
"We like to think so,"
says Linda. "We hope
we're pleasing our audiences."
Basically Silver Con -

discotheque music, we
think the public will like

It!"

And what about the
future?
"Oh the future? We
want to be superstars at

least!"

50 Super -Sexy Posters
NOW'S YOUR chance (yet again, you
lucky people) to win one of the tiny
super sexy pesters of our boys Mud,
for your bedroom wall. What you have
to do is answer the three .queetlons
below and the first fifty correct entries
will each receive a full sized Mud
poster. Send your postcards to: Mud On
'E'er Wall Comp, PO Box 195, Record
Mirror, Spotlight House, I Benwetl
Road, Holloway, London, N7. The
Editor's decision is anal.
1. Which two Mud members are
married?
2. Where was the last gig of their recent
UK tour?
to write the group's
3. Who used
material?

IEA
I
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7
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:

A 200 WATT Custom p. a.

system, twin decks,
lighting effects, AKG

microphones, tapes, pub
Bator wheels, and an

extremely comprehensive
and up-to-date record
collection with some
dating hack to the mid
fifties and including US
imports all add up to a

records depends on the
crowd and venue. At the
moment he's considering

-

the Idea

pretty dynamic outfit
known as the Chris
Gentry Show.

His perare already

formances
well-known in places as
far afield as East Anglia,

Scotland, Hampshire,
Dorset, Wiltshire, Ber.
kshlre, London and
Germany. Ile now lives in
his home county of
Sussex,

embark

but
on

is
a

soon

to

weekly

season of shown throughout the summer at a

A

popular holiday resort.
According to Chris, the
key factor to his success is
professionalism. There Is
no room for the passable
amateur in his book. "If
one discotheque la as good
as the last that's not good
enough
there is always

for Improvement",

room
he says. This apparently
simple philosophy has
paid dividends, as he has
worked with star attractions like Gary Glitter,
Wlzzard, Sweet, Bay City
Rollers and the Who, as
well as other DJs
including Rosko, Dave

1r

'

Travis, Johnny
Walker and Jimmy
Lee

5.1

Savile.
He has a selection of
three shows available, the
first is a disco presenta-

Average White Band

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

'tlon based on the Top 50
format with Soul/Motown
music available if re-

t

-

What Am I Gonna Do With You
Barry White (20th Century)
Cut The Cake Average White Band
(Atlantic)
Take Your Mama For A Ride Lulu
(Polydor)
Whereis The Love Betty Wright(RCA)
Superstition Ben. E. Kirig (Atlantic).
Labelle (Epic)
Lady Marmalade
Get Down Tonight-- K.C. and'The Sunshine

-

-

-

-

-

Band(Jayboy)'

-

Disco Tex and
Wanna Dance Witchoo
The Sexolettes (Chelsea)
Jim Gilstrap (Chelsea)
9. Swing Your Daddy
Kiki Dee Band (Rocket)
10. How Glad I Am
Moments and Whatnauts
11. Girls
(AH Platinum)
12 Pick Up The Pieces Average White Band
8. 'I

-

-

(Atlantic)
.
South African Man - Hamilton Bohanon
(Brunswick)
Loving You - Minnie Ripperton (Epic)
L.O:V.E. - Al Green (London)
Skiing In The Snow - Wigans Ovation
(Spark)
Philadelphia Freedom - Elton John Band
(DJM)
Bye Bye Baby - Bay City Rollers (Bell)
19..Here Go Again - Guys and Dolls
(Magnet)
Express - B.T. Express (Pye)
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

I

20.

Thip chart was compiled with the aid of selected

DJ's throughout the United Kingdom.

quired. The second is
called Old Gold Retold
and, as the name would
indicate, has It's roots in
the music of the late 50s
and early 60s. With this
particular show, Chris
uses many tapes of old
American radio programmes and the old
much beloved Radio
Caroline and London. The
third' Is a more formal
affair, where the music
and personallty,has to be
smooth and smart. The.
music for this show
Includes standards, by
Ray Conniff, Jack Jones
and Tony Bennett.
Not content with all
these achievements, he's
also done radio work for
BBC Radio Brighton,
BFBS Germany and
taped syndicated programmes for the USA and
Canada.

CUSTOM
'BUILT
AFTER Atlantis Pirate
Discos mentioned last
month, comes another
Guernsey based disco
called Interstellar Discos,

which '1s run by Pete
Hamon and his brother
Steve. They built their
own speaker cabinet. and
console and use them In

conjunction with Garrard
SP25 decks, Chymos
stereo mixer, Chymes 200
wan Stereo amp, Goodman 401 speakers, Tutor 2
Projector and a strobe.
Pete uses a cheap but

comfortable pair

of
headphones, as he says
you don't need flashy.
expensive headphones for
cueing v record in.

His record collection
numbers over 200 albums
and 1700 singles, enabling
him to play soul, Tanda.
commercial. heavy or
oldie.. The choice of_

"

who already

of doing

continental work along
with his mate Kooksie,
currently playing soul In
the ,Crystal Rooms,
Hereford. Pete's favour'
ite music at the moment Is
that of Queen, Cockney
Rebel, Elton John and
10cc. With regard to disco
equipment he mentions
the fact that, In Guernsey,
anything being bought for
discos has to be ordered
without really seeing,
apart from specifications
In catalogues. (I hope you
find our monthly surveys
useful Pete). All bookings
for Interstellar Discos are
done through Guernsey
Entertainments on 048126478 or Pete's number

since 1968 as a D,1 and
went mobile In 1071. He

carries 2,000 singles and
200 albums around with
him, so he can fulfil any
musical taste. He has a
seven -night residency at
the Queen and plays
mnlnly soul on Mondays,
when they include the
Blues and Soul Top 30.

A bit.of

everything

_

MOBILE

Watch the
agencies
A

WORD

here

about

working for agencies.
Like anything else, you'll

STAYER
IF YOU'RE ever down
Tottenham way, pop into
The British Queen and see
the Mick Anthony"Dlsce.

Mick has been operating

always find one bad one
in the bunch. Before
agreeing to work for one
particular agency, It's
well worthwhile to check
if it's a tried and trusted

LONGEST NAME ?
IT'S NICE to receive letters from DJs which are a
bit
'out of the ordinary.' Last month, we featured á guy
called Capuchino from Bromley. He wrote a nice letter
back last week, thanking us for the mention and
his audiences have increased considerably sincesaying
Anyway, he's now offering a challenge to otherthen.
around the country defying them to have a longer DJs
name
for their disco than his. He's billed as "Capuchino
The Greatest Little Disco In the Land". If anyone's
got
a longer name, drop me a line and I'll pass
it on to
Capuchino and let you fight it out between yourselves.
Ctno also Included his disco top ten, which
alone is
worth listing. Make of it what you will.
I Will Return Glen
2 Footsee
Toe -Knee Blackburn.
9 Call Me "Round"
Gary Glitter.
4 This Town Ain't Big Enough For The
Both of Us
Dana Gillespie.
S Oops, ItJoat Slipped Out
Errol Flynn.
6 Baby Hang Up The Phone
Ken "Booth".
7 Take It From Me
April Ashley,

-

-

8
9

10

-

-

recently with

one.

There's an "oldies" night
on Thursday and the rest
of the week is Rock and
Soul. He's also recently
been recording sessions
therefor local radio.
He has a permanent setup at the British Queen
and two mobile units for
various one-off gigs. As
well as himself, Mick's
ITS probably true to say crew Includes two lightmost DJs specialise in ,a
ing engineers, a tape
certain type of music. I' operator, two roadies and
don't mean JUST soul or' two DJs. His equipment
heavy music, but a lot DO is Impressive to say the
restrict themselves to least. It includes three
catering solely for young custom-built consoles,
tars. It's quite com- two Discosound mixers, a
monplace to find a group Discosound 100 watt slave
or band who are willing to
amp, six 100 watt
play anything for anyone, cabinets, a 400 watt P. A.
to make good money from
system, an H/H 120 watt
a wide source, but it's not
slave, two 200' watt horn
so common with discos.
cabinets, two Selmer 100
Phil Bowler obviously watt valve amps, two
realises this, and seems to Akai tape decks and a
cater for everyone.
custom stereo mixer. On
Phil runs the Live Wire the lighting side, he has a
Disco and for over three 500 watt Strand spotlight,
years has been entertain- 12 100 watt sequencers,
ing people in the Derby,
five 300 watt sound -toNottingham and Leices- light columns and a black
ter area. Live Wire do a and white Sony videowide variety of gigs tape player with monitor.
including youth clubs, Obviously, this
la
'functions and parties. spread over thegear
Last January, they even units, as he's neverthree
yet
did a diamond wedding
managed to get It all in
anniversary! They play one place!
pop music of the tittles,
sixties, seventies and also

sing -songs, ballroom

sometimes let you down,
even through no fault of
their own, so Wean wen to
check It out In any way
you can. Steve Ingram
had an unlucky ex

penance

0481-20674.

dancing and old-time.

works for

them. Ageneles can

trrsrr.

Miller.

Queen of Clubs -,Ace.
How Glad I Am - Gladys Knight.
Band On The Run - Andrew. Liver Salts.

-

Steve used to operate a
mobile unit called The

Flying Machine Disco,
but after a bit of bad luck
working In South Wales
for a dodgy agency, he
had to sell all his
equipment. He managed
to hang on to his record
collection, which he says
he'd never part'wlth. and

eventually secured a
residency at the Clarence
in Teddington. Steve
works there every Suñday, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, catering for a
wide age group. Among

his most requested

records are Average
White Band's Cut the
Cake, Jim Gllstrap's
Swing Your Daddy and
the 'b' side of Pick Up the
Pieces called You Got It.

Plymouth
hoe-down
PETER GREIG writes in
to tell us about his disco,
which Is called Route 06
and based in Plymouth.
Peter started working as
a DJ about five years ago
at a local club and formed
Route 66 two years ago.
Like many others, he's
found It possible to earn a
good

living

as a DJ and,

for the last twelve

menthe, this has been his
full-time occupation.
He's resident seven
nights a week at a local
pub called the Mountbatten which has a late
licence and can take
about 350 people. The
choice of, music varies
with a special 'heavy
night' on Mondays, soul
and Tamia 'on Fridays
and a 100 per cent Rock
Revival show on Sundays, which attracts all
the local Teddy Boys in

full regalia, like drap
jackets and drainpipe

trousers.
The other nights are
mainly new releases,

.chart sounds, and a few
'oldies'. They also run
competltaons from time to
time and recently had a

DJ contest In which a
female disc -Jockey came
third! There's also a gogo
dancer competition In the
pipeline and Peter finds It

quite easy to get
breweries or cigarette
firms to sponsor these. He

has several other DJs
who work with him,
enabling him to occasionally get out to do mobile
work with a smaller
equipment set-up.
Peter hopes to break
Into radio broadcasting
one day and hopes to get

some freelance work on

the local commercial
station, Plymouth Sound,
which

will

be

opening

soon. He says he's always
Interested to meet fellow

"disco -freaks" and In-

vites anyone in the area to
pop down and see him at
the Mountbatten Disco,

Hoe, Plymstock,
Plymouth.

are well
ICELECTIItai
~flown for their exeelb+ul

range of Sound and
aortae equipment. One
of their moat popular line*
the Wieser Three sound
to tight unit, which is not
only microphone operated
as their prey loan nrdehi,
bat also may he driven
from up to a :OW) wSY
amplifier, which ran
be larked Into the

front panel
There are three
light Intensity conteDiS (low. medium
and high) and neat
sound to light over,
ride switches. At
1000 watts per channel. It's an Ideal unit
for only ts7 plus

VAT.
The Uniflash Four is a
new unit which will

selectively lire four

strobes or four banks of
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sequence.

Unlike normal sound to
light units, It will only
move to the next channel
when it receives a pulse
from the amplified music.
The gain control in this
mode operates as a

'retarder' for more
powerful amplifiers.

There's 700 watts per
channel or four jack
sockets on the rear for
strobes. It retails for
078.75 plus VAT.
Their latest stereo
mixer has a number of
new functions which are
designed fir the up - to date operator. It has six
inputs each with Its -own

level control and one
master volume control
with separate treble and
bass controls on the two
microphones, auxiliary
and three deck inputs.
The whole unit can be
switched from mono to
and has Its own

stereo

integrated power supply
and on / off switch.
Five of the inputs may
be monitored on head-

bl

\
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x

`

-_ 0

_
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ICE

_
phones, which have their
own volume Control. The
actual monitoring takes
place prior to the level
controls of each Input and

1

a
4¡

CONSOLES

output
This model also 'incorporates automatic

SENSE

with the automatic
override switch.

Recordings can be
taken from the tape

socket, and If the tape
recorder' has a separate
record and replay head,
and you want to monitor
the recording, all you
have to do is switch off the
tape by ,- pass. This
breaks the output from
the pre - amp to the main'
amplifier and allows the
replay head to be
connected from the
recorder to the amplifier
via the master volume
control.
Price £131. 2.5 plus VAT.

IF YOU'VE

been following our Discochat column
regularly, you will probably have noticed the
name FAL cropping up
again and again In the
lists of equipment used by
various DJs. The consoles they produce are
excellent value for money. The standard disco
console features a four channel'mlxer with fade
controls for both decks,'
tape and microphone.
Tone controls for bass

-

present a really professional perfomance. There
is also a headphone
socket and headphone
volume control.
Built inside the discotheque console Is- a
powerful 100 watt amplifier to feed Into whatever
speaker system you

r..

There are tour sets of

Including
channel
and, apart from all the
other usual facilities, this
unit also features Indicator lights to remind

illuminated edgewise VU

-

enables you to cue the
records in so that you can

. .t :
Y

meter. and an autofade
for DJ's preferring

button
fade
not to use manual
the
when speaking an are
There

It'sa

re-release

.

Y

W

Love Feelínn
it's a natura

L'

;
-

I

í29t, and a 200 watt stereo
unit for £396.
On the subject of

success'
dísco
Available now on SRL1038

Tony
Soundout, DJ all
his
Santos is putting

trust in their equipment.
to
two models currently
as he is attempting he
a :nano unit
available
is the world record
rae
watt
non.
for
ago
with built - in 100
years
two
set
RMS amplifier costing stop playing of singles.
208

microphone.

-

Nwisue ftom EXPRESS RECORD .S

1C,

NEW DISCOUNT

CATAL-ede of
F411y

-

.

tone controls
the microphone

deck.
Also featured is a smart

recordtng programmes.
Over the past four years,
many DJs have gained
A music autofade
through
button with a separate passes Into Radio at
their
tapes recorded
of
is
the
amount
control for
The speaker output
there's
Finally,
studios.
also via) two jack sockets music dip preferred,
on their radio
Information
contl
console,
tone
of
the
separate
the
front
In
designed for the
There's also a micr- tad lily on the microphone courses,
wants to
channel in addition to the budding DJ whojust
ophone gooseneck as an
play
do
more
than
and
The
music
channels,
optional extra.
standard
the
In
records.
standard console retails flexilights are fitted as
everyfor £117. 30' and Is also standard. The layout Is course they cover
use of
available without an amp smart and modern, and thing from the down
to
the finish is in two - tone studio equipment
to 078.75.
black for the recording of a
leather cloth
arp.e
show.
As
complete
The FAL disco Super is the exterior and red for
what could be termed as a the motor board. Like the added extra, there's also
'deluxe' version of the ' standard Console, it's a t5 credit voucher
standard console. Apart available with a built - in against any purchase
from the usual facilities 100 watt amp for £193 or over £200, so It really is a
giveaway at on iy 60p.
found on the standard without power fort115.
hand turntables.

alMckennas
.

tables.

indicator lights for left
and right hand turntables
to remind you to engage
the start lever on the

start for left and right

listen system which

Ill

equipment The Series;
disco unit features not
only separate treble and
bass controls on the tape
channel, but also sepa.
rate treble and bass
controls on ,both turn-

are monitoring an your
headphones. There's also

disco, the 'Super model
features remote button

gives details of popular
Makes like PAL, Slmmu Watts, SAT, Soundout and
Electrovoice, as well as
the vast Squire range of
decks, lighting, speaker
cabinets, jingle machines'
and accessories. There's
also a very informative
section regarding Roger
Squire's DJ Studio Package.
Included In the catalogue are details on their
St Johns Wood studios,
which can be hired at
moderately low cost for
making auditloa tapes,
sound commerdats, special jingles and pre -

and treble are also
Included, together with a
swltchable pre - fade

SOUNDOUT le another
familiar name associated
with quality discotheque

which channel you

.

r1

should choose. Sockets
are included for microphone Input, tape input
and an auxiliary output
socket for extra ampliflcation.

THAT MAKE

microphone override on
Nile. 1 which can be
controlled or switched out

.

STEREO

is switched

on a six position switch. The sixth
positlan monitors the final

- <.""`-A

11 dlb

*

SOUNDOUT SANTOS

You

and a beautiful colour
section on lighting effects. It costs only 60p,
and Is well worth it, as it

r,

el

iw

-

DISCO INFO
lilt

%}

ROGER SQUIRE started his own company In
running his Mat mobile discotheque at parties, dances
and wedddings around North tendon. By 1916, hr wan
running a fleet at la dieene. He opened his DJ
Recording Studios In 1911, and in 1973 opened the Roger
Squire's Disco Centre In London.
He specialises in Wilcox and lighting ind all his staff
are very experienced In sound, lighting and disco
entertainment generally. Recently he has brought out
"Roger Squire's 1775/6
Disco Catalogue", which
contains Information on
over 200 disco products

Matching sound
with vision

lamps totalling 700 watts
per channel. The speed of
this operation is determined by the gain
control. Another feature
Of this unit is that it will
flash lights to a -sound
signal. In other words,
with the 'sound on' switch
up and a lead from any
amplifier jaCked into the
front panel, it will flash
strobes or lamps in

i
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the moment,
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aiming to raise It toand
days playing singles
commenced
He
albums!
bid at middad
ran current
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whale
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HOMED 11R

At'

doing very

he's
well, considering sleep
only allowed tel

comprehensive listings

chart toppers, off beats etc.
Your kind of music at your kind of Ph
All goods brand new and guaranteed.
Send
from 1st order)
15pp(drdductable

SPARK

Tony set the record for at
hours 50 minutes
GuuIvers in the West End
of London.
he's

ing.

bms

Tony'salu

are pla y -

using a
unit

Soundout Series III DLI
together with two
folded horn enclosures.
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I9 WITH THE summer. Bow well underway, things are really
beginning to hot up in the discos where a host of new and exciting
records have surfaced. it91 been a good year for soul so far with the
emergence of Labelle, Rufus and the Average Whites among
others, and If°this month's releases are anything to go by, It dould
get even better. Although there's no shortage of good dance
records for you to enjoy in the coming month there are a couple of
really outstanding releases. So here goes with a few reviews . , , .

FEET

5

','i/.r

it's lack of an easily
cernible rhythm,
TOWER OF POWER:
It's Not The Crime

7

FIRST

K16543).

Good funky song with
more than a small
Injection of humour,
which in these dark days
of Inflation and budgets
can't be a bad thing. Does
however suffer from lack

FOGO: Dentin' To The.
Muele (Warner Brother,
WBKt6537).

"Don't it feel good,

don't it feel right, dancing
M the music tonight"? No
I am afraid not, if this
Rubettes sound - alike Is a
taste of what's in store.
DIONNE WARWICKE:
Take It From Me (Warner
Brothers Wit KIsa70).

Nicely orchestrated.

well sung and generally
very pleasing to the ears.

!r

of organisation and very

short playing time.
.Dionne Warwick
Could and should do
reasonably well in the pop
charts but not alas In the
discos where it will
probably fall on account

.bills`

Emperor Rosko
,(Warner Brothers

Oakland based group's
new album Urban Renewal.
EDDIE HOWELL: A

WB

K16550).

Fine production job and
tasty of riffs fall to -save
this record from its

long Story (Save Me)

Bump Me
Baby (Horse Hose 73).
Not exactly what' me
would describe as capti- Bill Withers
vating but never the less time you visit your local quite enjoyable in an disco and have fun at the
inoffensive sort of way.
same time!
Possibly a trifle too pop LEROY HUTSON: AU
orientated to move many Because Of You (Warner
assés on the dance floors.
Brothers WB K1653e).
BILL' WITHERS: Heart- ,
Reasonably melodic
break Road (Sussex SEX but
ilfeless, this
th
71.
do fairly well only
could
Bill Withers is not quite on account of It's refusal
the country and wistern to offend anybody.
balladeer that the name - DENIS ' BRYANT: 'Soul
might -suggest, but as he Man (Discreet Kl9a04)
shows here, he la an
A heavier, updated
accomplished and encom- rework
of the rid Sam and
passing artist who Is most Dave classic. Denis's
definitely worthy of.your vocals are very Much in
attention. A fairly slow ' the James Brown vein
but at the same time making it ideal for the
definite beat helped along discos. With a tight,
by a tasteful soul volee.
punchy brass arrangeThis is easily the best of ment and the extra magic
the pile so tar.
ingredient, of funk, It
LONETTE McKEE: Do really can't fail
To Me (Sussex SXX7).
CENTRAL
Pleasant little ditty GRAHAM
Feel The Need
marred by lack of STATION:
In Me (Warner Brothers
impact The piano work
, Kid 06)
however Is very tasteful
-faster version of
and Lonette's voice. theMuch
Detroit Emeralds hit,
although a little rough, It's guaranteed to get án
will do your ears no harm audience on it's feet It's
at all.
a typical Graham Central
CREATIVE SOURCE: Station arrangement,
Who Is He and What Is He with the accent on rhythm
To You (Sussex SXX1).
than the song.
Written with the aid of rather
There's almost a Sly
Bill Withers and taken
feel to the vocal
from the LP Creative Stone
In the middle, not to
Source, this is a winner in break
every respect Good song, mention the groin MAROONS:

I

would Imagine that this
single Is Intended mainly
as a trailer for this

stirring bass line. Mighty
meaty matey!
DEGREAT DISCO mono

the
ultimate destiny
trash can. Worst feature
which
vocals
of it is the
really are quite abysmal.
EMPEROR ROSKO: AI
Capone (Trojan TR 794a),
Not quite up to the
original i am afraid.
However it Is by no means
easily forgettable and
merits some attention, if
only on the grounds that it
serves as a reminder of
Just how good Prince
Buster really was.

z
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/,

iii)/l.Age" 7/l! jf
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d Is

(Warner Brothers

raer

The thing about Skyband Is that they're
an amazing mixture.

They play hard -driving rock. Soft
country, a bit of folk and even the odd splrltualt
So they're far more than Just a rock
band or a folk group; potentially they're a Cult
In search of a following.
Their new single is called 'Bang IOohl
Ya got me I'
Their new album Is called simply

'

I

-

r

°'

,

`

'

-

'Skyband:

Hear Skyband and you'll be'héariñg'
four bands for the price of one.
e

great production and
superb vocals should,

I

hope, be enough' tomake
this a chart success.
J. D. ALEX (Hey There)
Lonely Girt: (Horse Hoes
62).

Quite.listenable in the
same way as John Holt
and numerous other pop
turn - reggae artists are,
but ultimately unsatisfy-

,.

cals. Being obscure
make a
doesn't however
record great The Vel-

vets' I Got To Find Me
Somebody, The Fugitives' Human Jungle, and
Jerry Williams' If You
Ask Me (Because I Love
You) have little to offer,
although Soul For Sale by
the John Shroeder

Or-

chestra and`I Can't Help
Loving Dat Man from La
Van are of a more
interesting nature.
There are other good
people such as the Javells
(with Nosmo King) and

Little Johnny Blair,

featured here, but this Is
mainly a record for soul
devotees as opposed to
casual disco goers.
DISCO DEMANDS' SOL
ID SOUL SENSATIONS'
(PYE DDLP 51)01).

Yet another excellent
northern soul compilation
from Pye. Whatever the
adverts may say there's
no denying that when It
comes to soul Pye really
are the experts.
Opening in predictably
frantic fashion with a fine
rendition of Everything Is
Everything by Sandy

Waddy, this piece of vinyl
Is a must Mr soul freaks.
Only Billy Thompson and
Candy And The Kisses

.

however- many out-

standing tracks. Particularly praiseworthy are

record are.

THE ETHIOPIANS:
Knowledge -Is Power:

as the Ethiopians do next

money although
cases I am at a loss to see
why.
Even though most of
yob are well aquainted
with Under My Thumb
and Frntsee, I doubt If
many will have heard of
such songs as Dance
Dance Dance by The
Casualeers, I Am So Glad
from The Fuzz and What
Shall 1 Do courtesy of
Ft-ankle and the Classl-

though there are a couple
of other leas than amazing
donations courtesy of
Darryl Stewart and The
Luv Bugs. There are

TALS: Sailing On (Dragon DRA LIES).
A ,slow almost bluesy
number (Leda Toots in his
best Otis voice. Taken
from the album In The
Dark, I find this a rather
strange choice of single,
especially when you
consider how lively some
of the other tracks on that

highly commendable
lttie piece of plastic. Do

of
for vast amounts-,
In some

really dissapoint, al

ITOOTS AND THE MAY-

(Dragon DRA 1032).
"If you are in Rome do
as the Romans do," sing
the 'Ethiopians on this

MANDS (PTE
DDLP 91Úe)
Complete with sleeve
notes by Russ Wlnstanley
of Wigan, this collection
has. so we are enthusiastically Informed, saved us somewhere In the
region of L17í1.00. It Is
probably quite true that
most of these records
have changed hands in
their original single form

47°

The Maytais

songs from the Shlrelles
and the superbly named
Mel Wynn and the
Rhythm Aces. The Curtis
Mayfleld produced Patti
JO is also well worth a
listen,
Despite the odd flaw,
this album will prove far
more accessible to your
average man In the disco,
than will scene of the

others currently available-

JINGLE SUCCESS
-

RECOODS AND TAPES

And you can hear them live on tour at the following places:
May 7 Empire, Liverpool
May 8 SL Georges Hall, Bradford
May 9 Mayfair, Newcastle
May 10 Unlverslty. Leeds
May 11 Guildhall, Preston
May 12 Free trade Hall, Manchester
May 13 Qty Hall. Sheffield
May 15 Odeon. Blrminaham

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

Guildhall, Portsmouth
17 Kurseal. Southend
18 Falrflela Hall. Croydon
20 De Montfort Hall, Leicester
21 Town Hall, Watford
22 Capitol. Cardin
23 Colston Hall, Bristol
16

240deon¡ Hammersmith
On tour with the sensational Alex Harvey Band.

JINGLE SINGLES, Introductions are pro
based In ,Plymouth, are vlded for Tamba, Rock
enjoying considerable "n' Roil, Chart (larger,
success with ther first, L.P.
specially produced jingle
single. Recorded at their

Of The Week and
Revived 45's among other

especially for the live
performance DJ, Number
I includes eight original
jingles. They're ideal for
bridging the gap between
records if you don't want
to go le the expense of
buying a jingle nsacklne.'

aren't bad,
although I round the echo
effer is on the voice a trine
overdone. I beard the
second one, which Is doe
out soon, and it's a vast
Improvement on the Drat
My only critidem Is that I

The jingles
West Country Studio, things.
themselves

would like to hear some of
the jingles, sung rather
than spoken. The rhymes

are very clever, and
perhaps a nice four part

harmony vocal would
really do them justice.
They plan to release a
new me each month on a
strictly limited edition
beats, le order to ensure
that they remain exclusive lo the proles
-

atonally minded DJ.
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DIS u..; S DISCOS ISØÇ3
T..ANSONIC JINGLES.
You've heard them on the
radio
now they can be
yours. Available for the
first time In Britain at

Mobile Discos

"INTERESTING"?

PARTNER required to
help start and nun new
disco to Peterborough

area.

(

F

;J1:
}r

'

tflil POPIWOP

AROUND JOY -

WRAP
Were something new.
Phone 01-8004586 or 9134.
PSYCHOSOUND DIS-

COTHEQUES: o1 -ass
2472 (Monday - Friday 9 -

Sound

ay 24
May 31
FREE

FLEXIDISC

featuring Star
Artists each week

Multi -page
features!

_

coon w.

lie

SC situ

e

to-noRwmAn

6 DgM,ng Equ,pt Distributors
Queen Street. Peterborough
Telephone 10 7 3 31 618 30
Té

DJ Studios

Trade

&

b-

World Rmord Demers

ref

Send

NEW

45.,., DISC

12 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,

e

pki!

.

3000W

:4

15 Albert Road. ALDERSHOP, Hampshire
Tel. Aldershot (0252) 28514
'Write or phone for details of products and stockists,

INS. 01-800

CEREBRUM LIGHT-

-

TAILOR - MADE ¡ENO.
LES featuring your own

name puts real sparkle
into your show. Wide

reserve space in
the

722 8111.

Squire's (0.1 Studlo6).01-

BIGGEST 3 WEEK

NORTHERN SOUL
CASSETTES

All W igen and Mecca sound.
Merrily
of 4E10,
CUE per volume.
Dented number only
ow
PO/Cheque
CMmpir. Jarrow

unross

.

Vl.

enell en ham

SOUND SYSTEMS
Top

nono.,nike..

Lest,

featuring over zoo of
the latest disco products ...

72 pages

en.
5
DerSnhr,,5.d

eel 4*. 60111.,.

DISCOS

AMPS SPEAKERS
MICS JINGLES JINGLE
MACHINES LIGHTSHOWS
SOUND TO LIGHT UNITS a
SPOTS'. STROBES MIXERS
-HOME STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Pevdl Road
Sholing

Welcome

bargains at ROGER
SQUIRE'S (Disco
Centre), 178 Junction
N19.

r
-

v'
DISC JOCKEYS

-HERE
1NGt£

v

frn

send GOp now for your copy

ed.eon copy of

el^l

LEND]
Eh.vr

.-.,a+,

IfASU

FM Nk'elnrn
ave .rod.,
E

~Y.

to we owe No.
py tale° ntseret

-

yfel
ant
t
guarantee
JINGLE SINGLE Na1
COPIES PER RELEASE. FIRST COME
Mum Nkomo ONLY 1.60)

...II

FIRST SERVED.
and pare.. and P.O
if over subsn,bod Send name
yenss, *Dr llers POPI
JINGLE SINGLES. e 6
ltnaesls+d VAT b Pt1P1 tr.
er... Plymouth. Devon
P
Nome Psi sonar..

50
or Cheque for CI

79 full colour illustrations on the
latest disco lighting effects

MAIL ORDERS AND SPECIAL DELIVERY SERVICE
TO ALL PARTS OF THE UK and overseas

Wm:*rn.
a limb*
*Ice Of ordy 1130 you Cm now purchaseCarom*
S,Ws; npmeu,
a? OW West
JINGLE SINGLE No. 1. traded
we midis a new release even mono, on a
N. the Iva per(ome re DJ
chat
JINGLES SINGLES
a
to
ens*
ode
*ION looted ed,er, boam in
ya rn to de. siole.Wne*y mended
rernarn
inttedrnnns to Me man
1 consorts of 6.506101
JINGLE SINGLE no.
L. TOM., Soul. Nock revised ata,
muse utnaepea ,add in We sow
seenerelsldppe. en
No I sound, ehlet Wens slow
ClOrfrit
caged n 5de way to
end
devaOd
ewe been
etc. JINGLES SINGLES
CONTINUITY AND PROFESSIONALISM to
dive r"ag"men IMPACT,

AND DISCO ACCESSORIES
Information on DJ Courses too!

Fantastic value for money prices and a (5 credit
voucheí3 in each catalogue

IT IS

JINGLE SINGLE
NO.1

Fur the

L

Tel. 01 9A4 7720

múst for évefizJ DJ

A

tape and video

Tel. (07031445073
Ext. 6
Tide Enquiries

PAbbbi
xkl,

.

Pant ord.rs should Include 60o post sod packing
Light .ound Studios, 61 South Pen*. London WI

Southampton

Ask your local
Music Store for

fo

lee
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suitaAisrsr

.

115v

í'21.06 inc. VAT Available' by post

Redness

Telephone 272-7474.

C'

Bullrlo lrneormer 240v or

Sturdy mete use In ()mope seek wretch
*Assam finish

BOB DEENE

,LIGHT SHOW projectors
from only £15. Tutor 11260
WQ1 projectors from only
£49. Many light show

Guitars...

built

Maant5
Mesas.
arch suitable for

Road, London,

FOE,

hand

quality

DISCOTHEQUE EQUIPMENT,
unique In design
NI -ti sound rep,eduedon
M»Prime. pm mnP

Berrylands Station, 20
minutes ;from Waterloo).
Phone 01-390 0051 for
FREE 12 PAGE BRO-

these tattoos

Brilliant Colour FOR.,
Sell, mater Mend doubles es Ceihnd Brucker
Nigh inencltp low vohage eorSce. bulk

DISCO CATALOGUE

WYMINSTER LTD.

including sound effects
equipment Showroom at
168 Chiltern Drive,
Surblton, Surrey (opp

CHURE.

/Inv

Ilógar Squira51975/6

INGS DJ. Dlscout centre
for the greatest bargains
In effects lighting. Over
twenty brands of equipment stocked, all at the
lowest prices. Free mall
order on most Items, or
cash and carry. Second-

range available. Top
studio quality. low cost! hand bargains available.
- Tel Jayne, Roger All types of effects for hire

for

Mirrorball £6.90.

R

*

ICELECTRICS LIMITED'

8668.

May 31

,m Wet

027.00 inc. VAT

I

This is just one item from our exciting range
of Sound and Light Control Equipment.

Channel 1000W
C10.36; SROBES: 1 Toile

N115

rouse,f

y'

icy

1

London,

GUITARS

Seed

The Motor Rotator

)111

channel

3

£19.50;

,L fro

NEW COLOUR CHANGER

SOUNDLIGRT CON1500W
£28.75;

,e.

World. 3 sires from 12-m

106506 WI

s

the.

.a.Nti, re
lee

lease of life in the Disco

FOR LAMPS AND STROBES

r

eb

e.1e..4

I.a4, w6, Csr.H.

SEQUENTIAL CONTROL UNIT

it

a'4

.e.r.a
.et M M.. Lew

Ballroom
The
Old
Mirrorball has a new

CAMS CLASSIC'
or Cheque for n 25. poet tree
lot f2 for. ce.entel to
JUMBO RECORDS A TAPES

Lighting Equipment'

VERTERS,

..e.f,.

,..

PO

e

..eade
Or

r..,,

we.

KM

Isle. Me Dluet Os. Cruel. MS(5 0, YON. COWAN, OYO a DÍ
tone 110001" IIMü11. "AU tel PLATS SAY tee mill OM ITS
Cp". Alum I", "MD MI NOT CAD NI', 'tlStllen tilt

-

Remember!
Guaranteed sale of
'over 150,000 each
week!

Sid

ALL TIME FAVOURITE JINGLES

722 811.1.

Disco Equipment

PROMOTION EVERI

01

en

.rrrtal Rum* fors

~Am

TM

ROGER SQUIRE'S (Dls- £21.4; 4.1 £27; 152145 etc.
co Centre), 176 Junction Call or catalogues sent.
Road, London, London,. IAarvak Electronics, 98a
(R), West Green Road,
N19. Telephone 272-7474.

to

nN

03 PARK ROAD
KINGSTON, SURREY

-

Easy terms available.`
Many disco bargains at

DISCOSCENE

t.

d
Mew
emery
Pt .H IN S.

EQUIPMENT

Lw'
Export Enquiries Invited
p1

MR
Irhe

DISCOTHEQUE

I

tN 4

dome dmr

rwhr
.'ú..
W....rt owe** wo

SOUNDOUT

d
1150
I

Three River, Essex. 3512. RADIO AUDITION
JOHN RUSSELL. All TAPES. Special rate for
DJs, only L8 per hour.
occasions. Ring now!
JOHN RUSSELL 482 - Further Information Tel
Wayne, Roger Squire's
4127.
MIRE ROWIANDS. Go- (DJ Studio.), 01-722 8111.
dalming (04888) 23616.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
Radio DJ Courses
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
RADIO DJ COURSES
DISCOTHEQUES
held weekly at our St
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
John's Wood Studio.
DISCOTHEQUES
Don't miss yur chance
01-888 9755.
with Commercial radio.
DICOTHEQUES, ANY
Tel: Jayne, Roger
TIME / ANYWHERE.
Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

DJ Jingles

.r.t

MR worm)

32177.

r

t]r.r ,wrdr.

tN

MUSIC MACHINE.

DISCO, UNITS from only
t81. Complete 100W disco
system from only £179.

May 24

be. teN

888 9754

®

BODY & SOUL

leg.,l "tase a óero
*Fond e..,wosa

Europe',

Ltd,

,,h.n. Demme leuremem

/ 2991.

r V.'..'Jil.A

TMs,rm

IS BACK'

.

May 17

'Phone Alan
Donaldson NOW

SOUNDSINCREDIHII

Tunbridge Wells (0892)

I ).

01.965 2826

GUARANTEED SALE
OF EACH ISSUE

¡

m177 TO Light Show Prniect . from
Disco Unr
Stu ONLY e V AT ON DISCO LIGNTING

-

150,000 plus!

I

Or send now for our mail order catalogue
193 KENTISH TOWN ROAD. LONDON NW5

discotheques, clubs, radio
stations.
Tel Kennylyn

-Studios

AT OUR GREAT NEW

SEE US

MUSHROOM DISCO CENTRE

incredibly low prices.
Tallormade and person.
allsed for your own

-

May 17

COME AND

-

'

RM4

Please send me Roger Squire's 197516 Catalogue
PO'Cash/Cheque
I enclose óop (UK) L t (overseas) Inc. post

NAMF

Age

XDDRESS

`

~((~(((~

1

ISendto: Roger Squire's Disco Centre,t7óJunctionRcRM4ndonNt95QQ
Tel: 2:'1S 7474
111011
CM UM

~I
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Low down

Glitterband freaks

Dear Face,
Please give me the low
down on grouplee. What
are they? What do they
do?

Margaret, Finsbury

Perk.
Naughty things.

Informatlo
groupie.,

plea

Bon voyage

by Bay City Rollers and

For

about
contact

F.ammon Percival.

Pathetic
Dear Face,
.
We are two Northern
Soul fans who are sick of
your pathetic attempts to
write accounts of the
Northern Soul Scene.
t,ast week we nearly
threw up when we saw

your latest effort

Is

Dear Face,
At last the Bay City
Rollers have seen sense
and have tried to make it
as the Staten. Personally I

bloody sacrilege and
nothing else. All your
readers who call themselves Northern Soul fans
when all they've heard is
the commercialised nab blab released by Wigan's
Choaen Few, Wigan's
Ovation and Sounds Of

THE

Lancashire etc will

OK,

plala

Soul fans who also read
their baby sister's copy of
your magazine will agree
with us that pop papers
such as Record Mirror
should keep to pop and
leave OUR Wigan Casino,

F

OUR Blackpool Mecca
and OUR New Torch
alone. Northern Soul will
live on when the
teenyboppers find something else to rave about.
We dare you to print this
letter, but we don't think
you will because the
majority of your readers
will not understand it
But to the true soul fans
keep the faith.

commercialise Northern
Soul. We're referring to
your Wigan Casino Top 20
feature which is just ton
bloody ridiculous to do
anything but laugh at. Tc
print a feature like that In

Gill and Liz, Qltherne,

just can't reels[ a dare
and anyhow your beloved
Wigan Casino decided to
run the top twenty In
Record Mirror and If It's
only read by moronic,
hoppers as you seem to
Imply, then what the hell
are you doing reading It?

L

slyly suggest she has.

Dear Face,
You really make me
mad. Not content with
having rude thoughts

called a perve bin and
although I'm not sure
what It means, I assume

Lynsey de Paul you now
want to pry into her
private life along with the
equally nosey Ray Fax Cumming. While I don't
mind the two of you,
together with Rick the
Wren saying nasty things
about me, I do object most
strongly when lovely
Lynsey's morality is
questioned. I have met
the beautiful lady 'twice
and on neither occasion'
did she mention SEX. On
the contrary, she Is
completely wrapped up In
her music and, l am quite
sure, she has completely
mastered those- natural
feminine urges which you

How I spend

íny summer holiday
Water-skiing! It's the one summer sport that real!)
makes me feel -alive and energetic. It's thrilling!
I wouldn't miss it for a day.
And that's why I depend so mush on Tampax
tampons. Because when I have my period, I don't
want to be tied to the shore. I want to stay as,activt.
as ever, whether I'm skimming over the water or

Anyway, I'm finally

it's

swimming in it.
And Tampax tampons let me. They don't show,
can't chafe. They're worn internally so I don't even
feel them. And I know their absorbent protection
will let me ski all through my summer holiday.
Available in two absorbencies, Regular and
Super. In standard packets of 10 or the moneysaving Economy 40's.
1

.\

V'

rotl

Army?

Jimi lives
'

Dear Face,
I would just like to
complain about the lack
of Jlmi Hendrix pictures
in this paper. My mate
and I go down the town
every Saturday hoping to
see a Hendrix picture in a
music paper but alas, not
much luck to date. He

-rW.

centre in Gloucestershire,
studying philosophy. The
course was not designed

to prepare

him tot

another crack at the rock
music circuit
that's
the way it's worked out.
These days.Mr Brown
decrys drugs, and destruction
two of his
former emblems
In
favour of a very positive
'make the most of it'

ea

.

.

The internal protection more women trust

TAMPAX
UMRED. SAVANT. NAMPSMIA:

Isn't forgotten yet and I
think It will be a long time
before he Is.

Hendrix fan, Cleve-

land.

-

What are you talking
about, Hendrix will never

L,

Slade split ?

on

legendary welterlete
write to Eamonn "Bob

Dear Face,

Audacity

other day I overheard
that Noddy Holder was
joining the Sweet as a

tieneck" Percival.

Dear Face,
How Jan Iles has the
audacity to say in her
report of the operfing
night of Slade's tour, that
"Noddy singing to red'- In
the '- -face proportions,

croaking like a constipated frog". I just
cannot imagine. How she
got her job as a music
critic or manages to keep
It for that matter I just

-

-

Please can you tell me if
Slade are splitting, as the

replacement for Brian
Connolly:
Angry Slade fan, No

address.
Don't believe everything
you hear. There is no
truth In these rumours
about either of theie two
bands splitting. 01 Nod

joining Sweet? Sheesh,
the mind boggléel It's like
Leslie McKeown joining
the Who.,

have heavy things put in
an entertaining way. It
seems in keeping with the
Seventies. There's wide
scope for musical taste

.n
2.,,

because the up-and-

s

Stephen Neighbour.
Barking.

Actually, thinking

se.

riousty about this dee4
orlon. f can't really see the
Rollers doing that well In
the States. Remember
what happened to T. Rex
over there; booed everywhere. Anyway, America
have their own teenybopper Idols: The Oemends,
and they're bigger over
here than they are In

America.

Ooops !
Dear Face,
I don't know whether
you lot at the office want
your eyes tested or not but
I was glancing through
your mag and what do I
see on page 7 but the
Glitter Band. I couldn't
believe my eyes when I
saw the terrible mistake.
The pictures of Pete
Phipps and Tony Leonard
had the wrong names
under them and as U that

wasn't enough you
couldn't get Pete's surname right. It isn't
Philips but Phipps. Next
time you'd better get it
right or I'll personally
come and knock your
block off.

Angry Glltterband fan,
Bradford.
Why are you having a go
at me? It's not my fault, I
had nothing to do with it.
Anyway I'm glad same
one spotted the deliberate
mistake.
-

.

"I've found there is
more value In construction and creativity

things

findthg out why
happen and controlling

rather than

finding out what is wrong`
with things and destroy.
trig them"
says the new
Improved Arthur Brown.
Naturally his new found
direction extends to the
stage: "The main thing.ls
entertainment," the former God Of Hellfire

-

declares
"It became fashionable

microcosm of everything

and the apex

of

civilisation, and the world

is what we make It "
It was in this mood that

gathered together
some -of the best
musicians in Britain to
he

make hin Dance LP. It
took over a year to make
and is finally released
following Arthur's deal
with Gull Records, to
whom he is very grateful
and speakshlghly of.
The immediate future
depends a lot on what
happens to his single
We've Got To Get Out Of
This Place and to the
success of his' American
tour.
He could have accepted
a permanent post as a

attributes to travel. 'drama therapist after tus
Apart from Ibiza and recent work,
but Arthur's
he visited
and his LP came
Turkey, Greece and the music
first
Middle East during his
He says: ''What I enjoy
to be freaked outand very two-year lay-off.
doing la performing. It

by Peter Harvey
¡attitude.

coming audience have
such a wide variety of
sounds to choose from,
whereas in the Fifties It
was just rock 'o' roll.
"My show is a pastiche.
I mean, you don't have
detective movies all night
on television do you? And
on radio everything's
moving quicker. In one
hour you get all different
sounds, so I don't see why
bands should be restricted."

Arthur's taste has
broadened considerably.
Part of this process he

s.

-

would have read Jan's
article more carefully yon
would have realised that
she enjoyed the concert
and indeed gave It a
favourable review. She
reports that the fact
Noddy's voice sounds so
castrated is because It eta
In with Slade's raunchy
sound.

be forgotten. For INor
minion and general wotfle

.A

them

U you

hope they succeed and do
really well in America
and then perhaps with a
little bit of luck they won't
come back.

ancing with fire

when Arthur presented
the freakiest show In
Britain. During his two
years absence he has
mellowed; he even -spent
some time entertaining
the troops In Israel, and
more recently he worked

r

TAMPAS

Ever thought about
joining the Salvation

o

.

Bennett's Gurdjleff

By

mention sex in front of
you for obvious re -aeons.

band, back-up singers
and a gospel choir, plus
.
Morris dancers. Then
on his new LP It takes the
form of differing musical
styles, all delivered with
the famous Arthur Brown
vocal gunto.
Now all this is a very
long stretch from the days

mental asylums.
Also recently, he spent
six months at G. J.

ONEy

Perhaps she didn't

new concept.
At the Press recption a
few weeks back It took the
form of a very funky

people who had been in

MADE

Thanks Rick.'
Pure John Mullings,
Balham.

it's fair to say that change Is afoot
Arthur Brown, a cosmic cowboy
from way back, has re -appeared after
two years away from the
rock, circuit and with
Impeccable timing he has
taken every area of music
Mat Ls currently fashionable and rolled it Into a'

as a drama theraptat at a
rehabilitation centre for

'roan'

compliment.

a

WHEN THE arch freak of Britain's
old psychedelic circus walks onto a'
London club stage dressed in top hat
and tux and proclaims entertainment,
-

missed the point.

I

Morality

M.

Another plank that's

a

about the wonderful

w

here's the

don't know. What I would
is not
like to say to
printable on paper sot I
the
to
Ither
leave
will
leader's imagination.
Lisa Rothers, Oldham.

I'

1

r,. .'-S

about-

London.

Lanes.

-

the same magazine read

.

ce to acid It to. Mall
your comments to The
Fare, Record & Pop
swop Mirror, Spotlight
House,¡ Reowea Road,

wonder what we're on
about. The true Northern

.to

here! am then..

The Fate. Anything
you want to write about,
argue about or cow

-Morocco,

freaky, and that was a
very easy thing to do.
You just lost all control
and that was it
far
out," he speaks with the

-

experience of

a

seasoned

prankster. Bands like
The Crazy World Of

Arthur Brown, and
Kingdom Come, were the
ultimate In weirdness, but

now...

"Dope has disappeared
and it's ail down to

quality entertainment.

Heaviness was fashionable but now ft's nice to

He goes of to consider
his latest symbol. First of
all it was fire, then

crucifixion (the Kingdom
Cone band followed a
vision which he says Is

still working through
him) and lastly a
hypodermic needle. Now
he has.a phrase: "Man is
now his own God."
He says: "It just seems
as if the real image that is

relevant today is people,
rather than trying to
identify with something
beyond A person is a

seems to me the whole

thing of art and life is
getting closer and closer.
I would like to play to
fewer and fewer people,
but only if they want to
hear me. I don't want to
be hyped and not wanted,
If you manipulate to
aggrandize yourself, sooner or hater it turn.

Equally, if Arthur

Brown continues on his
current lick, sooner or
later ha's going to be a big
star... again:

FIFTY ARTHUR BROWN LP's TO BE WON -PAGE 28
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FROM radio actor
at f10 a week to TV

nL!1'

".

tta

and radio newsman,

radio host and TV

presenter of Miss
World every hue and

shade on the broadcasting rainbow has
been coloured for

I

host Mike .Aspel,

these successful

is

Aspel snubs
the sceptics

accomplishments under
the belt Flat make Mike
not emfent to rest upon
'AareA& and

ready to take

op the challenge.
"It wan by invitation
albeit an attractive one,
that brought me to
Capital." he says.

-

"In the beginning there

apprehension

was amine

from certain quarters,
but In the train everyone

- and still is, of a pioneer
spirit, mainly from within
Capital but amazingly
listeners seem to be of the
same feeling.

when remarks made by
Kenny on his Radio One
Sunday morning show
could not be answered by
Mike Aspel following on

really every One la ho good
here that I could still be
wearing them, which I
couldn't see being done at

,

(

Most enjoysbte,

wonderful feeling
also to realise that a lot of
a

-

.

poplarity that whilst as
holiday in Italy sometime
ago, Mike was ap-

proached by a youngster
and greeted by the words:
"Hello, .Ask,l"
Capital's format has
also brought changes la
the Aspel presentation
methods: "Whereas the
BBC deemed
script

'a

recent issues they have
been kinder tome, as well
as being slightly astonished at the way the
programme Is going."

Future plans: "Well

obviously there will be reappraisals of the situation
at the end of any present

contract.

We

will

what that brings.

see
Ob-

viously I'm extremely
happy at Capital though I

suppose I'm a frustrated
actor really. .I'd love to
tread the boards at tame
point In time but
I"
Love him or hate him,
Mike Aspel stage actor,
will probably not appear
for some considerable
time, especially after the
release of listening
figures In the next few
weeks. With mall bags
growing in number and

...

size and the queue on the
phone line, it Inks as if

Narrated by Tony Allan

1, DOUBLE

LP

OR

CASSETTE OFFER

Now. for the first t lots. here as
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most
andlne Of 'show Radios
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Md Musa. New
Sono, Dee. Don Allen, Andy Archer. Spangles
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Walker. Bob Naekes. Ronan
D'R Welly and many others. in Ima.rb Musa'.
Sure to become
collector'. hem la the Snow ro win.
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Regretably we hear

that Becon Broadcasting

did not raise the

necessary money to get
the wheels of Raadio
Wolverhampton moving.
Fear not there are still
three alternatives left and
things aren't as bleak as
they may seem.
BBC reporter Julian
Manion was one of the last
reporters out of Saigon.
Metro of Newcastle has
pipped Radio Two in the
race to present a Frank
Sinatra aeries. The Beeb
wanted to do run similar
to the Fred Astaire series
but Metro already have a
26 episode run titled A
Man And His Music made
by Sunwapa of Edmore
ton, Canada. The series
will be heard this
summer, complete with

hitherto unreleased

Spnne

Clifford's compositions are both musically and
lyrically unmistakeable; they're tuneful and, quite

-

simply, beautiful
especially when married with
Richard liewson's magnificent orchestral arrangements.
Roger Slater. Pop Records
An excellent effort underlining the fact that C.T.W.
is a very One songwriter indeed.
Geoff Barron, Sounds, 21st April

CLIFFORD T.
WARD NEW SINGLE
JIICSAIUIr"8

EIIRL

FROM HIS ALBUM

ESCALATOR
CAS 1098

Michael Aspel and Capital Radio are going to be a
successful combination to
reckon with in the years
to come.

IS

Quickies

JOHN D I.OUDERMILK
arrives in London on
Saturday (10) and apart
from appearances around
the country, can be seen
Sn BBC's Pebble Mill at
One on Monday 12 and
heard on Radio 2's
Country Club on Monday
18 May.
John Peel's Guests on
tonight's (8) show are
John Cale and Kokomo,
while Saturday's Top
Twelve spotlights the
choice of John Entwhlstie, no need to remind
you Who be is a member
of.
Bob Harris hosts Camel
and GT Moore's Reggae
Guitars In Concert-

a

Britain has produced.
Record Mirror 22nd March

of age.
"When I joined I had
quite a bit of. sceptical

press comment from
certain publications, but
I'm pleased to say that in

fresh and invigorating as

Mr. CT W. offers us ha own simple philosophies on
love and relationships, without sounding loo corny
or foppish.... Clifford has firmly estahlished himself
as one of the finest contemporary singer/songwriters

Impressible to get bored.

It's

as

morning.
Review Sounds 15 in Mardi

-

.:

as
:.-s,`.
this was heard not only
Broadcasting House. One but Two also. So onit Capital oh a two year
Mainly my problem was was at Capital for a while contract he had always
one of having to not only. with Kenny having the
been a freelance) Mike
introduce and talk be- upper hand pulling out often visits assodaua at
ts een records but actual- old Aspel material.
TV centre and Is amazed
ly put them on to the
Mike's answer was
at the high percentage of
turoabl. and cue them play on old single to
of radios tuned to Capital
up myself. Obviously I.
Kenny crooning a Harry and not through cornmade a fee mistake.,
Nilsson song. Now ne petitive neccessity but
which I believe the feels 'thatnew
a
solely by choice.
duo of
audience like to a certain
Kenny and Aspel could
It was with BBC TV's
extent, they liketo think
replace the old of Kenny
coverage of the Miss
that they are actually
and Cash
something World Contest that the
that the Saturday morn- name Mike Aspel became
listening to someone with
Inc Today Programme
known to the viewer, as
human failings.
(Radio 4) would probably more than that of a
The Spot many listeners
newsreader. But for the
like is the change over gasp in horror at.
Sti l retaining
.younger audience Ask
from Kenny Everett's
connections
l
(until joining Aspel is one that still gets breakfast show to Mike's.
him enquiries, especially
about the return of the
programme. Such was It+

The Official Story

NME April Sit

- the audience
seems to know no age
boundary - six 70 years

Family Favourites,

Radio Caroline-

innocuous.

everyone

Broadcasting House,

"For the first few weeks
I actually were a pair of
old BBC headphones and

explodes moments after you've swallowed It. lust
when you're hi -pinning to think the taste completely

BBC and I'm very
grateful to them, in fact to

have the chance to get
back, unlike the days at

number of the

a

His appeal is rather like eating curry, the lull flavour

allowing a few oH.thecuff
remarks, every minute of
the unscripted three
hours hours exciting In
that you're not quite sure
who or what Is likely to be
put to you over the phone.
There are so many Items
In the show that it's

people have followed me
over to Cápial, I get
cards and lettorn from
people that used to write
to me when I was at the

Kenny, as usual, is no
respectlir of anyone's
position or experience
when It cornea to jokes or
asides. 'Today though,
Mike Aspel does actually

seemed to have accepted
me. The aunnwphere was

enough

H

I

CONTINUING A DJ -A-WEEK

Capital's morning
it

TWO BIG SINGLES FROM THE
BIG ARTISTES ON CHARISMA

tracks. Metro hope ther
stations will pick up the

new dingle

RADIO Clyde once again
proved the power of
radio.
in
Glasgow recently _were
victims of a thief who
decided he fancied their
musical instruments for
himself; Clyde putout the
fact in bulletins on' Friday

`71íE CARPET
CRAWLS S' n,,,

series for broadcast

night and Saturday

morning. Lo and behold
an anonymous Jefrter,
postmark 'Dundee, arrived at the Clyde H. Q.
Informing them that all
the equipment, crier horns and all, would be
found in left luggage
lockers at Queen St
Station. Along with the
police Clyde personnel
went to the station and
Hey Presto - Gryphone
stopped sweating and
started to play again.
Piccadilly's broadcast
assistant Jeff Cooper is
Joining Radio Trent as
are Guy Morris and a trio
from U. B. N. Chris
Baird, John Petera and
Peter Quinn.
All being well Plymouth
Sound hopes to be at the
air May 10 (281 metres
medium wave and 98
MHL VHF Stereo).

Capital's Tommy

Vance

will be taking over

the' Tim Rice spot

- or-

Saturday noon

frozs May 10th
.hear.

2.00

so we

31om the album

-

?he Lam1 lies town on

Broadway'
CGS 101

I'm not clear
what a carpet crawler is,Tut 'Carpet
Crawler' is a most satisfying release.
LL

Genesis. Sounds, 21st

April

The textural changes are stunning,
particularly on "Carpet Crawlers"
with a melody that's loo lovely to
be True.
.March 151/,

NNE

More to the point, though, Genesis have a new single
out which is deserving of your undrvidcd attention.
It's called 'The Carpet Crawlers' and for me it's the
best track on their LP 'The Lamb Lies Down On
Broadway'. I'll freely admit that I'm not the world's
moskfervcnt Genesis fanatic but this single has been
on my turntable constantly for the last week or so.
it's tuneful, devoid of any clever, clever Instrumental
pyrotechnics, and has the most ear-grabbing
sing -along chorus I've heard in a fair kid time.
Andy Childs, Zg leg

MARKETED eY
tar

SAC RECORDS LTD,
Soso SQUARE. LONDON WI
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¡my/
soul

by' Giovanni Dadomo

9°ss° STAND BY
FOR THE'
RRIVAL OF
XCITATIONS!

FINAL neentlations currently under
way tnr long anticipated UK vielt Inns
RIB Withers. Ike Hayes, now with ABC
Dunhill, has a new album scheduled for
May 29 ne me of Chocolate Chips. Same
label ha. Four Tope' latest Night Lights
harmony set for June 20, whilst July;
sees new albums tram Bobby Bland,
Mighty Clouds Of Joy and the Pointer
Sister,. Sister,' album Is called
Steeple' and le reportedly their best
yet- New Barry White single, Ill Do
For You What You Want Me To. a cut
from his current album In your shop.
this weekend. Blackpool Mecce deejay
Ian Lavine In London last week with
Herb Rooney of the Exciters (see malo
feature) IISN the following as his

il

current Top Flve Northern Soul
single-a: Mel Britt - She'll Come
Running Back (FTP), Exciters:
Reaching For The Best (PYE - not yet
commercially available); World

- Soul le The Son (Tower);
Rank Jacobs - Elijah Rockln' With
Soul (CALL ME); Anderson Bros. - 1
Can't See Him Loving You (GSF). A
must for London area reggae freaks Tommy Vance's Saturday night reggae
special on Capital Radio.
Column

ALBUM. PICK
FRED

sr'

A THE NEW JB's: BREAKJN'
BREAD (POLYDOR SUPER 299 161)
Pleasantly loose 'concept' album
from Fred Wesley and the JB's this
time around. Good solid funk rhythms
hold down the bottom while Fred's born
rambles jerkily over the top
sometimes quite literally, as In the last
cut Step Child, which gets a bit too self .
Indulgent at times. Overall though, and
particularly on the mere disciplined
Side One,' his Is probably the best thing
the JB's base done to date, and the title
track and Rice 'o' Ribs are excellent.
The in between
track raps work
splendidly too.
V ARIOUS ARTISTS: THE'( STAX
STORY (STAR S77111151:104)
The 'story' of the title refers more to
the ultra cmtpreneed but excellently
written Inner sleeve note. to this fine
collection than to the majority of the
tracks here In. In other words, the

material

on the album, although

tastefully compiled by Pye's Dave
McAleer, doesn't really represent a
history of the Stet label Than, probably
a good thing too, considering that Sta.'
better known artists and hits have been
anthologised a number of times
already. What the record does do la to
bring together some of the best and
least readily available Stax material of
both the late and recent past to
demonstrate the sheer breadth of styles
covered by the label In the last few
years. It works perfectly and makes
available such neglected soul
masterpieces as Ines Fox.' Circuits
Overloaded. The Nightingales' Just A
Little Overcome and Veda Brown's
superb Short stopple'. There are
sixteen tracks in all and each featured
artists get. a cmdse biography on the
back of the fold out sleeve. Great value
for money for any serious soul student
(You can also dance to It all night
GD
long.)

-US soul singles,
I

2

3
4

(3) GET DOWN. GET DOWN
(Gel On The Floor) Joe
Simon
(1) WHAT AM I GONNA DO
Barry White
(81 BABY THAT'S BACK.
ATCHA Smokey Robinson
(8) BAD LUCK (Part 11
Harold Melvin k The

tiluenotes

5
8

(-) SPIRIT OF THE BOOGIE
Noel & The Gang
(2) SHAKEI GROUND

Tempos dons
7
(10) CHECK IT OUT Bobby
Womack
8
(4) MY LITTLE LADY Blood..
stone
9 (81 L -0 -V -E (Love) AI Green
10 (-) ROLLING DOWN A
MOUNTAINSIDE Main

Ingredient

THE name of the group is the Exciters, and the name of
the game is e -x-c -i -t -e -m-a -n -t. I got that from the horse's
mouth, so to speak, when I spoke to lead Exciter Herb
Rooney last week.
I'm by no means suggesting that the good Mr. Rooney in
'any way resembles a horse though
Herb's a good looking fellow in his mid - thirties with a large bright smile
perpetually flashing from beneath his bristly moustache.

tL

-

The reason Herb was in town was to prepare for an excitation assault on
the northern disco scenevia personal appearances and a quartet of hot
platters he and Blackpool Mecca deejay Ian Levine cooked up when Ian
was staying at Herb's New York home on a brief holiday.
The Exciters, you see,
are quite a legend in the get to ye olde present. what What he stressed
Northern clubs via solid Okay Herble baby, over though is the fact that he
gold soul numbers like to you,.
and the group want to
Tell Him (recently cov"We kinda feel, like reach everybody with.
ered by Hello Dao Wah we're into a new day J1lid their music, that idea
Dlddy (taken into the pop a new era. We want to behind the .N -s charts almost ten years - stress the direction we're movement, towards the
ago by Manfred Mann) going in now. We're into a funkier more exciting
and He's Got The Power. nice heavy concept of' aspects of the music
Now as all but the least Northern Soul which we'd explored in the mid -80s is
attentive of readers like to spread. "
great, but the Exciters,
(wake up at the back!)
Herb gets the last word like- anyone to the music
will have noted by .now, on Northern.you .'know business, want to reach
as
Exciters' records, in
common with a lot of bona
fide Northern Soul material aren't exactly freely
available. Like gold dust
they are.

a`

on

Soul, i..e. that it's only

Northern ,Soul,

In-

vestigation / argument /
punch-up.
You see, Herb's a pretty
sharp cat, and while he
realises that he has a
potential market In the
Blackpool Mecca and
envirare, he's also well
aware that the Northern
Soul bag could well be a
cut - de -sac.

-

-

Him), that they've

recorded four albums and
have been with more
Cecord companies (UA,
Roulette, RCA, Fargo,
Contempt% Elephant V,
Bang, Fargo, etc., etc
.) than you could
comfortably balance on
the top of Ben Nevis, we

about," Herb

coin- England.

-

Sharonetts (Import)
Gloria Parker (Import)
Earl Wright Orchestra (Import)
Richard Temple (Import)
4 7 Love Runs Out
Tina Parker (Import)
5 9 Dance Of Love
my Hunt
8 9 Get Out
ort)
Tommy Hunt (Import)
7 10 Cracking Up Over You
8 12 Zola
King Er neon (Import)
9 14 I'm Coming Home In The Morning
Lou Pride (Import)
Otis Blackwell (Import)
10 18 It's All Over Me
Flirtations (Impart)
11 18 Stronger Than Her hove
The Day My Heart Steed Still
011le Jackson (Import)
l2
The Fabulous Blades (Import)
11-1 Jerk Baby Jerk
14 19 I lave My Baby
GTO's (Import)
David Will(Import)
15 - Loneliness
18 - Compact
Three Degrees (import)
17 - Mother in Law
Soul Fox Orchestra (Import)
18 16 Jumping At The GoGo
Detroit Sound (Import)
19 17 Kiss Me Nów, Dona Kiss Me Later ...Florence Devore (import)
20 - Ail Of My Llie
... Detroit Soul (import)
HIT TIPS
Love Feeling
Val McKenna (Spark)
Don't
Make
Me
Walt.
Bo Donaldson (ABC)
Girl
Going To A Go Go
8 The Best Thing For You
4 On The Road To Ruin
2

Baby

-

-

-

Chart courtesy of Russ Wlnstanlev

found that Eng.

spread," says Herb,
reflecting on the sheer
energy output he'd

,

2
3

'I've

lish people are really
soulful," Herb begins,
adding carefully that he's
not about to get Into one of
those What Is Soul raps
either. He explains that
he went up to Blackpool
Mecca recently and was
completely enchanted by
the dancers.
"And I'd like to see that

HERE IT Is, this week and
every week, the Wigan Casino
chart, compiled from record plays by
DJs at the.Mecca oil British soul.
None of these records, however, are on
current' release. They are either imported from
abroad or have been deleted and ño. longer
produced, and can Only be found in specialist
record shops.
But who knows,the obscurity of today could well be the
chart hit of tomorrow.
1

Similarly, Herb doesn't
want to dwell too long on
the ,group's fabled past.
scrub
So after a brief
that very brief, spot of
history, i.e. the fact that
the group came together
in late 'el, went to see
Jerry Lieber and Mike
Stoller and ended up with
a hit ov their hands (Tell

people who aren't In the records, getting the same
club) backs-up.
excitement we can create
live on to a record. "
-"What the Exciters are 'Herb likes being to

lttei 7i

that fast

becoming boring argument regarding Northern

popular because it's obscure. Fortunately the
argument doesn't last
very long' because (a) I
find such discussions
unsurpassed In yawn
value, more importantly,
(b) because Herb doesn't
particularly want his
interview turning into a

people's (particularly has always been our

'Cam

It's perhaps worth
mentioning at this point
that Ian Levine was
present at the Interview
and we almost got side tracked

Jf
many people as they can. 'mences, "Is we're 100 per
The last thing they want 'cent pure music lovers.
is to get tied up in any And we'll be living music
arguments arising from until we stop breathing.
the fact that the apparent- "We've been able to
exclusivity of the North-' sustain ourselves over the
ern scene gets a lot of years but our weak spot

witnessed at the Mecca,
"I'd like to spread what
they're doing, because I
think It's unique. "
After that we ramble
awhile, and some of what

comes out Is really
amusing, like Herb as dog
-

thief, for example.

"I

steal dogs", he

laughs, explaining:

II I

see a dog on the street
that looks like It's going to
get hit by a car I bring
him home
How many have you got
now?
"Oh, I'm at an all- time

...'

low right now," he
smiles. "I only have

four."

Eventually we return to

the Exciters and decide to
let the records speak for
themselves. Herb plays

me acetates of the four
songs he and Ian have
recorded so far. Love You
Baby, scheduled to be the
group's next release Is a

real cracker.

"You know", says

Herb, "these are just foot
in the door records
there's much better to
come." But then he's just

-

being humble

-

It
wouldn't surprise me at

all if we heard a whole lot
more from the Exciters to
the next few months.
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such

a different sound it's
difficult to gauge just
what it'll do, but I don't
think It's going to be one

Beautiful Judy

- just, beautiful
JUDY

COLLINS.

of their biggest hits.

Key to symbols

Send In The Clowns
K 12177).

the

Thumb up: hit

A new label
a rather new
sound for Tony

that

have been reviewed in the office, this
is the one that has had
practically everyone within earshot_eoming up to
ask who and what. It has
to be one of the most
beautiful songs around,
delivered in that pure
voice the way that only
Judy Collins can deliver

Thumbs sideways:
might, might not -

and

his

away
Thumb down:
oh dear

One

(MGM

Mayfield

snatch

.
g

a

(which

BARRY MANILOW:
It's A Miracle (Arista

along with amazing
gusto,

THE OSMONDS

due in
hrnain shortly, that it will
bean enormous hit.

SLADE Thanks Foy

585)

Baby Sing

(Avco 6105 036)

WEST HAM UNITED

Bit

o1

CUP' SQUAD: I'm
5

change in sound
for one of the
most popular soul bands
in this country
still
those easy vocal harmonies, but this time in a
slightly less funky style.
Good commercial beat.
and it only needs one

-

Forever Blowing
Bubbles' (Pye 7N
45470)

placate

To

those irate West
Ham fans who
wrote in after declared
my support for Fulham in
the cup, here it is
West
hearing and you're Ham's recording answer
humming along with to Fulham, The B side -is
them. Should be huge.
lust the West Ham Squad
singing a W. H. chant. I
wouldn't dream of stating
SYL JOHNSON: Take
my preference as to
Me To The River which record prefer, but.
(London HLU 10486)
.may 'the best team win
the charts' cup.
If, when you
hear this record,
you think it's Al EVIE. SANDS: You
Green, don't worry. It Brought Out The
fooled our resident, soul Woman
In Me
man as well. Strangest
(Capitol CL 15818)
thing of all is that the blob
accompanying this record
An American
tries to say that this is the
ady who's been
record that will show that
out
of the
Mr Johnson in no way
tries to take his style from limelight in the States for
a couple of years -now,
the said Mr Green. Well if
that's what he's trying to she's pretty much an
disprove, why sing an Al
Green song produced by
Willie Mitchell? Lovely
song anyway.

is_

SLADE

fast, disco
that stands
chance of
charts

a

EVIE SANDS
unknown name in this
country. There are bits of
Carly Simon in the song,
and bits of Helen Reddy in
her voice
put them
together and you've got

-

bits of a commercial
record
but not quite.

-

EAGLES:

I

My Man
(Asylum 542)

Due to appear
shortly at Elton

-

I

Exciters have had several
million - sellers jn the
States with records like
Tell Him, A Little Bit Of
Soap and Do - Wah Diddy. Their first real
attempt to break in on the
British soul scene is a very

-

doesn't
This

go

Sing

STYLISTICS:

John's Super-

test, the Eagles are paving
the way with -this maxi single consisting of three

tracks, each taken from
different Eagles' albums.
The A -side is from their
beautiful On The Border
LP, and is a good example
of their vocal harmonies
and steel pedal guitar. It
might not be strong
enough for the charts, but

It's

great

a

song

nonetheless.

JUDGE

DREAD: Je
Non
(Horse HOSS

T'Aime (Mol
Plus)

)

Humour that's
in bad taste can
be excused if it

V
fs

genuinely funny. This is

in the worst possible taste

and totally unfunny and
you'd need to be pretty
stupid to part with good

money for it.

TONY CHRISTIE! If

Although not
too well - known
over here, The

Very fast,

driving single

reaction

should

BOWIE

THE

received

nostalgic smiles from all
within earshot Whether
the record - buying public
will be as generous
remains to be seen.

.You Baby (20th
Century BTC 1001)

Barn Thank You
Mam) (Polydor 2058

to have been as
evident in
their recent
chart placings.

and

much'higher in the charts
than Mandy.
'

office

the

THE EXCITERS: Love

Memory (Wham

from Noddy and
first for some
hasn't been
taken from
the Slade In
Flame film.
The reaction
from fans on their current
tour seems
to be as
strong as
ever, but that

when

this
particular single was
recorded). Much better
than the dreaded Laughing Gnome number which
did much to reduce the
sales of plastic toadstools
everywhere. Lots of
overtones of his original
hero, Anthony Newly, in
his voice, but apart from
all that it still holds up
quite well nearly a decade
is

attempt to cash In on that
format at all. This is a real
foot -tapper that zips

1!tr

The Osmonds are

seem

newly -issued

double album by
David
Bowie numbers recorded
around the late 60's

1'

recording mantle some
two and a half years ago
when they had a huge hit
with Gimme Dat Ding.
This is a new version of
YYYand when played in

Dacca containing

Ten out of ten
for producing a

't

put across by the

the lads,
the
rime that

Pipkins consist of Roger
Greenaway and
Tony Burrows who last

F 13579)

previous hit single,
Mandy, that doesn't

beautifully arranged

and well

(Bell 1417)

From the

follow-up to his

group It goes with Out
saving, particularly since

same

number given

Yummy,

Yummy, Yummy

donned this particular

.

quick

a

PIPKI NS:

DAVID_'BOWIE: The
London Boys (Decca

9)

that comes

straight out of The Ugly
Duckling, of all things,
then a wistful verse
followed by a chorus that
sounds curiously oldI'eshioned. The song isn't
'hat great, but, as I say, it

The

old

. .

,

-

later.

monds records,
is
impeccable.
tinkly lead

'here's a
in
with

'
r...(4n.l,Illihl(

melodious treatand as it's
currently number one in
the American charts, It
seems to 'have worked
very well.
Nice, easy
listening rendition that
should succeed.

OSMONDS: The

Proud

2006 520).
The production,
as ever on Os-

is

rather
ment

getting

the

they've tended to -do so
often in the past. This is
the Butler / Carter

production, and the most
unobvious single to pull
out as a hit single, but if it
doesn't go right up the
charts, there are going to
be a lot of sad little faces
around here. It comes, of
course, from the hit
musical A Little Night
Music, and is featured on
her new album, Judith.
THE

ladies,

from

singalong numbers

Very simple
backing, very simple

-

nlessingkissi:

`

and

lines.

'

by Sue Byrom

I

(Elektra

II:5Of
all
records

TONY ORLANDO it
DAWN: He Don't
Love You (Like Love
You) (Elektra K 12176)

'

25

Miss You

r

Big ballad

111

°:1

Y

cart sound
pretty good
the

making

SYL JOHNSON

like

from our Tone,
that sounds very

Tom .Jones

a

number. He's had a fair
amount of success in the
past with similar records,
so there's definitely a
market for this type of
song. Can't say it does
much for me.

The Ozark Móuntaiñ Daredevils
New Single on A&M Records

"Jackie Blue

I

Again

Tonight (MCA 187)

AMS
.

7150

"no
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MAKING a quick assessment of

the newest London club / pub
hands, It would be hard to find a
more rhythmic, funkier outfit
than The Strutters.

i

They've got drive, tnvenllveness,
verve and enough adventurousness to
give a feel of freshness.

0

7

The group came to prominence last
October, when they were voted Into the
finals of Black Music's
Stars of Tomorrow contest, held at London's
swish la Valbonne Club
and judged by an all-star

panel that included
Jimmy Cliff and Doris

Troy.
A brassy Apiece band
from North London, they
are fronted by two
{ItO'delightful, hip -grinding,

foot -stomping young

-

black ladles
Roma
Anguin and Lola Young.
With Afro hairdo, steel rimmed specs and faded
denim jeans, 20 year old Roma revealed that.
she started out singing
opera and once appeared
in a Benjamin Britten

STRUTTIN'
(5
THEIR
i
Concluding our series on
i u -ánd-comin 9 bands

S

flashing a big smile.
Twenty-three - year old Lola, meantime, came

to The Strutters after

studying drama at

a

naturally drawn into the

countless other rock and
jazz., musicians. He was
also a founder member Of
the notorious but now
defunct Rogerama, a sort
of rock - cum - blues - cum
anything band that was
mostly peopled by loonies
and played the London
pub andcollege circuit
about two years back. In
fact, one third of The
Strutters are ex-Rogerama-ites.
"We were way ahead of
our time", says Rdger.

a band as tightly
knit as The Strutters can
attract as much attention

Only

as they

have in recent
months. They currently
hold' serveral residencies
at pubs like 'the Hope &
Anchor and have appeared on numerous
occasions at such clubs as
Ronnie Scott's and Ding=

"People
handle

contribution to

*

-a

-

pocket.

442

at least take most of the
credit for getting The
Steutters together in the
first place. He also wrote
the catchy 'Hey Mr- DeeJay' for the group.
The third ex-Rogerama
man is John Gunsell, now

classic
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16.0. N. John

17.
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18.

Status Quo

Three Degrees

52.

Doobie
Brothers
T -Shirts
Only E1.56 Each
(or f2.80
any

Name
IPnnr clearly'

Address

NA

19

Posters Nets)

nr,
i THINK
it,arFyp+tf

Manchester
United

Makin
Bacon

53.

Long sleeve

54.

Guinness

two'

56. Fly

United

LOO

56. David Essex

PATIENCE

ALL DESIGNS Nos. 51 to 71 ARE
AVAILABLE ON BOTH GARMENTS
Details as follows.
Colours: Red, Yellow, Blue, Black and White.
Saes: 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 inches.
When ordering state sae, colour and one
alternative colour.

t r l.ai

NO

IM

58. B C

Rollers

ONNA

HANDS'"

59. No Hands

60.

NIIL

SOMfTNINc/

-

Winchester

61.

Q Status Quo

Vultures

SRKAiEE
4t

enclose

66,

P119

.P+ar. gets m

n

f"
1.

Saes/Colours

no enough worn on

Down

1

Other Items

a

57"L1e

Sj.

Long sleeve T -Shirts Nolsl

onto.,

sED<"

SSEM

T -Shirts
Only 0.95 Each
(or £3.70
any twol

T-Shins Nola)

W htn

_

FLY UNITED

N BA
51,

m.
PERMAPRINTS (DEPT. R. M.191. PO BOX 201,
485 HORNSEY ROAD. LONDON, N19 30P.

I

David Essex

to 18 are

FREE caroler, . of our rang* with Peery order
PLEASE ADD 20o oho TO TOTAL 050E5 1.150 for Abroad'

a.

.

NOT included
in this offer,

Please Rush

18.

.,

ALL DESIGNS SHOWN BELOW ARE AVAILABLE ON
'PUT COLOUR ON YOUR CHEST'
T-SHIRTS Et LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRTS

consists 'of a
miAture, Pop B
Posters
Please note the
above Posters
1

DAVE WALTERS

i

Any

Nos.

funk,

and Terry Stephens, who
plays both sax and flute

¡,?

-

Job Lot

Each

Either way, The Strutters offer an infectious,
raunchy and extremely
danceable brand of street

Eddie Floyd and others
for various concert tours;

,

1975 POSTER SALE *

*

WE HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF
FULL COLOUR POSTERS, WHICH
HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM OUR
1975 RANGE. THESE POSTERS 5
NORMALLY SELL AT
WOULD
BETWEEN 45o TO 75c EACH, BUT
DUE TO A LARGE STOCK REBEEN
ORGANISATION IT HAS
DECIDED TO S411THEM AS JOB'
LOTS OF 10 ASSORTED POSTERS
NOW
WHILE
80. SEND
FOR ONLY
STOCKS LAST

dience.

-

"

-

ori torm,
qt.,

owe

lot OFui on

63. Look

Sparks

.yii

;2,1P367R31».

a

Also available

Before

You Mount

64.

Kojak

66. Cresta

a

recording deal, but In the
meantime they have the
energy, enthusiasm and
ability to communicate
directly with their au-

I

Rolie

14. E- lton John
13. 8 C Rollers
115. D. Carradine
Brian Ferry
12. Queen
FULL COLOUR POSTERS 38' x 25" ONLY 75p EACH (OR E1.35 FOR ANY TWO)

-

King, -Percy Sledge,

1
Dave
Raque l W elch 10,

to find

have yet

member of Geno Washington's band and Jimmy
James and The Vagabesides backing
bonds
the Temptaions, Ben E.

4

9.

- -

T

I

..-

-

executed by Rocky
Kingham, a former

laying down choppy,
intricate drum and
percussion, sounds in a
more contemporary,
funk-lalden manner.
John's basic training

another
renegade from Rogerama
who has since played with
several soul and reggae
groups like the Pioneers.
John Mathews,

-5-1.51

wa

Labelle

A

and prefers the atmosphere of live club dates to
the usual studio session
routine. He has contributed two songs to the
a gritty slice of
group
funk called Gettin' It
a more mellow
and
Down
sounding The World's A
Fantasy.
along with
Terry
held the original
John
idea of forming what is
now The Strutters. They

Fender, who comes tÁ the
band from a background
of purely session work.
The Strutters' stabbing,
vibrant horn arrangements are supplied and

Brown"

jerker.
Providing The Strutters
big bad bass sound Is

(

2.

"It's all down to some
nifty footwork, a la James
says the
ebullient John, who must

about performing for
hours in clubs and then
coming away with less
that fifty bob' in your

'

group is 18 -year -old
guitarist Clive Copland,
weaver of complex,
rhythmic cross -patterns
with lead guitarist Mark

Swim.

-

f

came from playing jazz
club sessions with Tubby
Hayes, Ronnie Ross and
the like. Baby of the

Push and the Swim -

POSTAL BARGAINS FROM PERMAPRINTS
Is
T
-1:,
.

The Critter Band

.

John is also proud of the
tact that he helped
popularise such memorable dances as the Push -

The
Strutters repertoire includes That's Enough
hard-hitting though mickey-taking indictment of
the fashionable London
drug scene; Living On A
an obvious
Shoestring
Survival song; and Raw
Deal, which is a real plea
from the heart It's all

shoulder."
Roger's song -writing

_

119

just couldn't
song like
a

Constipation Blues, which
I used to sing with a bolt
through my head and a
stuffed parrot on my

'

1,

\

P

central London college.
"I usually spent halt my
time singing and listening
to music, so it was a walls,
natural progression, real-'
The group perform
ly", admits the statu- about 80 per cent of their
«'Pesque girl, who seems to own material, much of it
favour a low-cut sequin written by high energy
top and tight fitting pants keyboard man Roger
for on-stage wear.
Lewis, who has played
Although the girls are with Alexis Kerner and

r).

a/

-

_

concert at Croydon's spotlight, they are no
Fairfield Hail.
more or less important
"But even with that than the other seven
kind of background, I still members of the group.
get much more satisfaction out of singing soul
and reggae", she says

y,

rt`r

i> !,

67. Dave bowie
68. Steve HHarlee

69.

Dertm^r.

e

_70 Loibpp CoL.

.

Li
71,

s

Bruce Lee

.
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DAVID BOWIE:
Images (Deram
DPA 3017/8)

Sorry Marie,

WELL REALLY, Oecca
have finally got around to

exploiting their early

back to the
salt mines

Bowie material with this
double album collection
of early B - sides and
previously un - released
cuts. Now if further proof
was needed that the
Seventies are turning into
a re - make of the Sixties,
then this should suffice.
Ira Bowie in his Anthony
Newly / Tommy Steele

guise with

MARIE OSMOND: Who's Sorry Now (MGM
What sort of people
would buy this album,
and is Connie Francis deaf
or does she

on?

going

know what's
And can

Osmond fans remember
Connie anyway, because
if they can't then Marie is
in

lotta trouble.

a

Not

only has she backed

a

fifties' phenomenon, but
het choice of songs has a

and western
the Olivia
Newton John mould, and
someone
else who
she's
doesn't do that well chart
wise in this country. But
wait for it. Not satisfied

country

1J

flavour

in

EDDIE COCHRAN:

Very Best Of:
(United Artists UAG
The

with backing two losers,

4

production sophis-

Re

-

other rumblings afoot.
C'mon Jimmy lets get it
together and do a reggae
symphony.
MT

I

-

ZZEBRA: Panic
(.Polydor 2383 326)r.

/

b)

rock

memorable

like C'mon

must have heard all of it

Everybody, Summertime
Blues and Weekend, all of
which are on this album.
Not only was Cochran a
line musician but he was

before

noted songwriter,

a

í Wit_

C'mon Everybody, Summertime Blues and Three

Steps To Heaven are his
own compositions.
He
died before his

time, but
his music lives
on.
MT

ALAN

PRICE:

Metropolitan Man
(Polydor 2442 133).
never liked Alan Price. I
hated his yoke,
his jazz oriented tunes, his Oh
Lucky Man
I

and, above all,
The Jarrow

score

that single

Song, so h
big surprise
to find myself a

comes as
now

film

convert.

a

EDDIE COCÑP,AN

existed, For this
.seamed
album
he's put together
an amazing
variety of
tunes In several
different
Idioms and skilfully
rdapted his
voice to meet_

-

demands of each.
Without being nostalgic,
this is very much a 60s'
album and that's no
insult, because the 605
produced far more good
music than has so far
come out of this decade.
There are occasional
touches of Alan's usual
stock - in - trade, but a lot
of the material sounds

Stones and

Beatles

flavoured without In any
way resorting to rip - off.
Splendid stuff, nine out of
ten.
R. F. C.

DES PARTON: Snaps
(Buk BULP 2004).
Sweet Sensation's hit
writer Des Parton had his
own album to do. So he

produced,

wrote, ar-

his music lives on
ranged and sang it even
before he came up with
Sad Sweet Dreamer.
With the help of former
Rubette and Longleg

Peter

Arneson

somewhere

or

other. It's fine to put on
the record player if you've
got something else to do,
like play cards, but to hear
a couple of hours of it in
concert,would be.my idea
of a jrilly boring evening.

;

the

This album

shows a lot of new sides
to Mr.
Price that I never

-

five
out

he's

managed a creditable and,
amazingly varied outing
stepping neatly through
reggae, afro, soul and
country rock. If these
'snaps' are real vignettes
of our heroé s life he looks
as if he's used up a good
quota of experience, and
it's this wide diversity of
music that might prevent
him establishing a style.
That would be a shame
because his writing ability
is not in doubt and his
voice stays in tune as he
sings of vandals, revolution and back street love.
Give him the break,
O. H.
gang.

R. F. -C.

LABELLE: Pressure

Cooking IRCA'LSA
3223).
Hurrah for RCA who get10
points for re - releasing
this pre - Nightbirds set at last. If anything, the
sparse arrangements help
emphasise the tight
power and thrust of the
outfit even more than
their later stuff. Apart

from their

legendary

version of Something In
The Air/The Revolution
Will Not Be Televised,
you'd be advised to get it
for the incredible Can I
Speak To You Before You
Go To Hollywood. Krisst,
the band can get so tight
and fast, listen to that

funky bass.

but completely

escape the psychadelic
awakening of that period.
Actually If it hadn't been
for his later mystical
leanings he could easily
have become a perpetual

principle boy chasing
Tommy Steele for they'
honours as darling of
South London. If you're a
Bowie freak, it's a must.
P. H.

Wising to DAVE JORDAN:
lto Brother 'Away From Home
oh'7slu
And

strong, and
the original

version
Chain.
Vitt
Boogie Be
Si Qerdlbllity
was never t,tdoiibl and
here yóu' Weir view
,Move
versions of ttyr
Over. Janis'
"F4 es
ever, rema
Lord
knows when
..aétrond
disc was ,ms
with
17 tracks therdre.,, ly of
Janis for thN,- seises,
and though
her
later stuff, yiltr
.Just
what a gm
per
Port Arthd>,
A

-

this country and in his
native USA, producing a

also

JANIS JOPLIN:
Original Soundtrack

backing her on
tracks, coming

"Janis"')CBS 88115).
Heár her on the Dick
Cavett show, listen to her
-rap about success .
ladies
gentlemen here
Much of the in- comesand
the album of the
strumentation sounds like
movie
of
Janis
Joplin with
fitting
the kind of stuff they use
most charismatlt
for' arty B - movie another record of JJ's
ea51y
pe.rformances_
soundtracks and you
can't help feeling that you

in

singles

extremely well

With Lady

played, but I still don't
reckon Zzebra that much.
The music is 'much too'
thin in genuine ideas and
grossly over - padded.

and roll musician he was,
and still is, very respected

of

Heart.

splash. The movie set has
no end of surprises with
the Kozmic Bllrae Band

D. H.

This ái4 a al much better
than its predecessor and

was number three with
Three Steps To Heaven

string

thrown into make up the
weight for a double

Marmalade having established them ,as a popular
black act, this set proves
even more conclusively
how far ahead they are in
the race. Get it NOW as
it's likely to be acclaimed
their best outing.

MARIE OSMOND
so
who's sorry now?

highly successful career
Cochran had a number of
adequate chart placings,
and the highest reached

a

tracks with Stevei
Wonder getting a look in
with his Open Up _Your

o

anniversary album put out
on the fifteenth
anniversary of his death.
During his short but

As

,Li
- charismatic motyi

written seven of the nine

tenth

shortly after he died.

'67,

JANIS JOPLIN

packaged version

Cochran's

tication. Most of the
tracks were recorded '66 /

-o

29760).
of

-

-

r/

Marie -has completed a
Yankee treble with a
voice that has td'shout its
way into your ears to get
any reaction (can, you
hear me mother?). The
tracks are an A - Z of
slurpy standards like Love
Letters In The Sand,
Jealous Heart, things like
that. So what will 'be
next, what can follow this
monotonous drone, tailor
made for people with no
taste. Will she do an
instrumental version of
Vacation or are there

strangely

relevant songs
observant and smacking of the
London theatre
and
giving a valuable insight
into the star's roots.
They're quite honourable,
if a Jittle lacking In

2315323).

Some serious questions.

a

yr.

(Bradleys 1006).

Judging 'by Dave's.
photo on the sleeve he
looks like a .beefcake
version of DLrr
midriff bulge and double
chin)) Born in New
Zealand Dave has had a
host of other` jobs
including grave -digger
before embarking on a
singing / writing career.
His first album, Away
From Home, contains all
his own
stuff - and is
pleasant in a very
unassuming way.
JI,,

~bus

--

Diana's worl%Ginipeti tion
Miss Karen Parker,
Gateacre, Liverpool 25;

Trevor Kay, Clltheroe,
Lancs. ; Mr. O. E.

Hunter, Ttdcambe Park,
Tiverton. Devon; Pauline

Westley, Teddlagton,
Middx. TWIT 9AP;

C.

Gee. Ashby, Scunthorpe,

Humberside; Steve
Phillips, Warnitam, HorS.

sham, Sussex.

Molara Flnnlh, Speke,
Liverpool, 24, L3 UO:
Stephen Cain, Bentley,
Lanes.: Paul Bdtialn,
Dronfleld, Woodhouse,
Sheffield, SIB 5XX:
Norman Stiles, Chingford, E4; T. Joyce,
Ashford; Martin Barrie,
Old Bath Road, Cheltenham.

J. Vowles, Yate,

Bristol, B17 4JW; NeIl

Smith, Plnxston, Notts.,
NE1e 6LU; B. Ha7leU,
Bye. Estate. Brentiord,
Middx.; Robin Reynolds,
High -Ridge, Bristol, BUS
BDB; Patrick Barrett,

Fulham. Land m. SW's;

C.

Focard,Ckurch Walk,
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13
M.

' UT.
Christopher Lovell.
Nona's

win

rs

Fálrlleld Road, Woodford
Green, Eesexi+i:lIeeine,
THgate,('rawley,Sueros,
R1l0 SLP; Hugh Paton,
Linwood, Reofrewehlre,
Scotland;

R.

N. .Steer,

Eastleigb, Manta. -d O.
Whitehouse, tirrvow In
Furness, Cambria.

Mark

Bowyer,

Ped

more, Stour-bridge, West

Midlands; Gerald Water,

Balornock, Glasgow, GW
SNA; Nlck Oadmore,
Somerset. BAS! 7NW: S.

Simi,)),

Speke,
pool 24. 1X4 UF;

User

leery
Forehaw, Piel Lane,
Ralsall. Nr. ormakirk,
Lancs.

J. Higson, Dolton,
Lance. Cana Gray,
Abbntsham, Nr, BidePaul
ford, N.
Pearson, Bradford e,
West Yorkshire: Paul

~ilk

Surrey CR3 ISP; Richard
Tapp, Sutton Caldfeld,
West Midlands.

Elaine Smith,

Knaresborough, Yorkshire; Keith Rowson,
Hyson Green, Kilning
-

ham; S. C. Aldridge,
Woodberry Down, Landon, N IQU; Ginger

Courtenay, Eyemouth,

Berwickshire; Janice
Fish, Harwood, Bolton,
Lanes.
T. Little, Line Estate,

Northants; Graham
Cotes, High Wycombe,
Bucks; R. Walker,

Arnold. Sotto., NG SFB;
Gillian Pearce. Meats,
Crawley, Sussext Elwin
Rosewood, Gt Rubery,
Birmingham, B45 CNN.
Valerle Moore. Slydir
Road, London, W.11;

Trevor Dean, West

Deram, Newcastle NW9
CPL.

Upon

Tyne- Jenny

Provls, Park Street, St.
Albans, Herts. ; Susan
Riley. Rayleigh, Eases;
Sandra Balfour Edgbus.

B5
Gormanley, Blaydon. tee, Birmingham.
Wear: Gary 7X8; Deanne Iwo, KingsTyne
HIL4In, Old Cwisdon, bury.NWs9PL.

l

5

BARRY WHITE fan., who
live in the Midlands area
will be delighted to learn
that as well cc his te-o
London concerts al' the
Royal Albert Hall no May
12 and his
show at
Manchester en May 13, he
will headline en outdoor
snort at the Astan Villa
football ground on May
10. With Barry for this
special evening show will
be love Unlimited and

the Love

Unlimited

Orchestra. There will he
no additional acts but the
White package will, be
playing for three hours.

r-

HE

ALEX HARVEY BAND,
City Hall, Sheffield
YES, Gaumont, South-

ampton
DON MILE AN, Royal
Albert Hall, London

OHOPYN, Cóllege of
Education, Nottingham
BARRY WHITE / LOVE
UNLIMITED, Belle Vue,

AMERCIAN GYPSY,
Main Hall, Surrey University, Guildford

Manchester
UPP, Trent Polytechnic,
Nottingham

SASSAFRAS, Shenstone
New College, Birmingham
DR. FEELGOOD, Surrey

LOUDON WAIN-

WRIGHT, Leeds Pol-

ytechnic.
CAN, Winter. Gardens,
Cleethorpes

SENSATIONAL ALEX

BE BOP DELUXE,
Johnson Hall, Yeovil
MUSCLES, Scamps,

P

deen

NAZARETH, Albert Hall,
Nottingham

SASSAFRAS, Savoy Hotel. Guernsey

SASSARFAS.. Nag's

Head. High Wycombe
HORSLIPS, York College
0/Further Education.

MUSCLES, Time
Place, Doncaster

&

SUNDANCE, College of
Food. Birmingham

TING, Lancaster University
KILBURN & THE HIGH
ROADS, Dingwalls, Cam den Lock, London NW1

-9

'

KEVIN COYNE, Cleo's
Derby
SP ARROW, Barbarella's, Birmingham

Maysth

FLYING BURRITO

-

BROTHERS, New Victoria Theatre, London

LOUDON

WA I N

BURRITO BROTHERS,
Oxford Polytechnic
GONG, Kursaal, Southend

'

SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND, Leeds
University
PJLOT, Hull University
DR. FEELGOOD, Corn

Exchange, Cambridge
GREENSLADE, .Town
Hall. Leeds

YES, Queens Park

WRIGHT, Bristol Univer-, Ground, Loftus Road,
city.
Shepherds Bush
CAN, Edinburgh Univer- NAZARETH. Cardiff Uni-

sity

GONG, Guild Hall,

Portsmouth
PILOT. Locarno, Suther,r
land

GREENSLADE, City

Hall, Sheffield.
NAZARETH, Pier Pavilion, Hastings
GAS WORKS. Middlesex

, .Polytechnic

WISPER, Tracy's, Gloucester

MAY BALL

-

THE

TREMELOES ' / SLACK
ALICE I BRIMSTONE /
QUEST etc. City University. St. John Street.
London EC1
JOHN CALE / HEADSTONE. Sussex University

versity
CAMEL, Stadium. Liver-

FLYING BURRITO

RONNIE LANE: Saturday

6. T. MOORE & THE
REGGAE GUITARS,

Umist, Manchester
KEVIN COYNE / STARRY EYED & LAUGHING, Essex University
COSMIC LOVE, Rifle
Hall, Halesworth
CAN, Stirling University
RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE, Imperial College, London

DETROIT EMERALDS,

Barbarella's, Birmingham
SNAFU, Sheffield Uni-

versity
SKYBAND, Leeds University
YAKETY YAK, Coventry
College of Education '

SPARROW, Barba-

rella's, Birmingham

versity

SUNDAY
May 11th

GAS WORKS, College of

Art, Darlington
UPP, College of Educa-

BURRITO BROTHERS,.
Town Hall, Birmingham

tion, Kesteven

WISPER, Tracy's Gloucester
JOHN CALE / HEAD.

STONE Southampton
University

AMERICAN GYPSY,

Loughborough University
SASSAFRAS, Birmingham University
SUNDANCE, Boat Club,
Nottingham
SCAFFOLD, Nottingham

University
.

.

LOUDON WAIN-

WRIGHT, Centre Club
Portsmouth.
CAN, Town Hall; Middlesbrough
GONG, St. Andrews Hall,
Norwich
SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND, Guild
Hall, Preston

1Y
o
i

L

May 12th

L

O

U

D

NAZARETH, Pavilion,

-

14)

ampton University
CAN, St. Andrews Hall,

ampton

N

Castle Polytechnic (May

WAINWRIGHT South-

Norwich
SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND, Free
Trade Hall, Manchester
YES, Caumont, South-

OUDGNew

WAINWRIGHT,

ON

'

YES, Gaumont, Southampton (May 14 )
ACE, Trent Polytechnic
(May14)
CAN, Victoria Rooms,
Bristol (May15)
DON MCLEAN, Capitol
Theatre, Cardiff (May 15)
STATUS QUO, Apollo,
Glasgow (May 18)

Hemel Hempstead
ALAN PRICE, Apollo, -NAZARETH, Mayfair,
Glasgow
Newcastle (May 16)
BARRY WHITE / LOVE ALAN PRICE, Victoria
UNLIMITED,, Royal AI. Hall, Hanley (May 16)
bert Hall, London
DR. FEELG00 D',
LINDA LEWIS, Ronnie Friar's, Aylesbury (May
Scott's, 47 Frith Street, 17)
London Wl
FLYING BURRITO
STATUS QUO, City Hall,
BROTHERS, Cardiff UniNewcastle
versity (May 17) SHOW ADDYWADDY,
Odeon, Hammersmith
^
(May 18)
PILOT, New Victoria,
May 13th
L O
U
D,O N London (May 18)

the
phenomenon
speaks

I"I,I'I

KRAFTWERK:

Brown comp
,,,}A16'ei.
.e BaSUVA

Kraut -rock

,

PILOT, Civic Hall,

STONE, Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane London
NAZARETH, City Hall,
Salisbury
BEES MAKE HONEY,
14

Lodge

JIMMY RUFFIN, Bail-

ey's, Leicester (one

á

i5

week)

BEBOP DELUXE, Winning Post, Twickenham

ACKER BILK, Good

Companions, Mayflower
Road, Plymouth
DR. FEELGOOD, Southampton University
O.

T.

MOORE -& THE

REGGAE GUITARS,

A

with Klasse
PLUS: Body

t\
HOWDYA LIKE to win the old freak's new LP?
We've got, fifty here for first correct competition
entries out of the post bag. All you gotta do is
answer the three questions, nil In the coupon. and
mall to reach Arthur Brown Comp., PO Box IBS,
Spotlight House, I, Benweli Road, London N7 7.AX,
Before May 21.
COMPETITION ENTRY
1

2
3

What was Arthur Brown's big single hit of the
Sixties?
Give the names of two of Arthur's bands
What Is the title of Arthur's new single?

Arts Centre, Hull
CAN, Barbarella's Birmingham

Name (capital letters please)

Croydon

Age

SNAFU, Greyhound,

SKYBAND, Guild Hall,
Preston

.

GLITTEk

GREENSLADE, Fair-

Lane, London N12

- Civlp Hall.

tYfaRBf6BY

MONDAY

Guildford

Torrington.

I

- Imperial College

finder Club, Centre
Airport Hotel, London
JOHN CALE / HEAD-

e

-

PILOT- Sunday

BROTHERS, Civic Hall,
Guildford

'1111`:,4,'

GARY

field Hall, Croydon
GEORGE MELLY, Path-

"MI
-

dreester

Chalk Farm, London NW1
1

THE RUBETTES

STEPHANE CRAP.
PELLI, Opposite Lock

CAMEL, Roundhouse,

pool

CHOPYN, Liverpool Uni-

W

Club, Birmingham
STATUS QUO, City Halls
Newcastle

GORDON GILTR.AP,

.

AND

bridge Town, Hall,

,í:1

MAKE HONEY, 76
Club, Burton on Trent
STATUS QUO, De Montfort Hall, Leicester .
ZZEBRA, Newcastle Polytechnic

SATURDAY
May lb...

SWEET SENSATION

ytechnic, Nottingham
KEVIN COYNE / STARRY EYED & LAUGHING, Tiffany's, Hull
FEELGOOD, S tour -

KEVIN COYNE / STARRY EYED A LAUGH.

Shakespeare's Head, Carnaby Street, London W1
MEDICINE HEAD, City
Hall. St. Albans

exclusive double track record of

Croydon
SUNDANCE, Trent Pol-

a

HARVEY BAND, SL - SPARROW,
Barba George's Hall, Bradford
Birmingham
GREENSLADE, Town, relict's,
BEES
Hall, Birmingham
PILOT, Capitol, Aber-

FREE

THE SENSATIONAL

College

IN

on't miss next
week's RM

'I

WAINWRIGHT, University of Kent, Canterbury

University, Guildford
JOHN PEEL, Luton
May
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extra

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND HAND IT
TO YOUR NEWSAGENT.

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY OF RECORD MIRROR
EACH WEEK.
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SALE NOW ON UNTIL
Genuine Reductions on LPs !
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DENIM
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+ 30
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Style Jeans
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SOUL, ROCK, POP
OLDIES FROM 1955 TO CURRENT 1975
RECORDS
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(DON'T WAIT WEEKS..

Portsmouth 001500
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choose

from. For es INmlem 2%pe
day, Meny special ollere to
Member. Fm. Misc...
The Stereo Cassette Lending
U bmemy (Room 61, Sherwood
House. &mmonds Road.
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Worldwide

J oe

Penns
Deep PutpM
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Path 12 pace

Men r
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Tee.
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Jiml Henan.
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GERMAN IMPORT LP.
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- Hey Girl Don't
Bremer Me
- Charteh What
-

Fred* Pont,.

Path LMW
my French

Bump

- Sheer

la Deer m you
RootendmeGem,
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- Women
from Tokyo

Th
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- TheBeck
-

BerberAeknn
breams Women
Flat Choke Owe.
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Goma

0.50.-e

Tama
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Pink Floyd - Mo
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Then
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She

AFRICAN

SOUTH

Ism Hayes

Hob Dy»n
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My Bee Tnn.0. almat You
Oro
US LP 'Pens

means

- Murcia ofLows

Ceüer-

Creep
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Eip

-

ow -

The

Lore Twit Agree

Help

Grafton Road
London NWS

Near,

- 1.000
Lend or
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The Roomer
Bs My Baby
Gene Chandler -Duke of
Earl
Mervin Gaye Toobie Men
Shekel and
Snoopy

'Turn
- Tnk five
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Ch.ot.

Alice Coupe.

61

Fay T.M.

Brob.ck

Chubby

Discs Ltd.

Electric Indun

--

Cleve

-

-

-

Beetles
Herd Days night
Chuck Bear- sweet ShtM
Sixteen
David Bow.
Space Oddity
David Bayne
11154
The Byrd.
Tum, Turn
Canned Heft

FANS'''''''

ELVIS

Al W ikon
Show red Tell
Billy P,wlnn_ Speer, Rem ,
The Honeycombs
While
You're out loukm9 for Sumr
S» v Wonder -Hermon
Help Ue All
Piece of My
Erma Frank Rn

Boy Where. Teen

- Home whh no
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Pop goes comic

...

IMAGINE IF you ran a Rim that is a ernes between the lovable Carry oil Fiasco
and Stardust and you'll have a good idea what Three For AB le about. The story is 144.
based (yet agaln) on the fortunes of a pop group, played by Graham Bonnet, Paul
Nicholas. (%Astopher Nell and Robert Lindsey who find thenmseives being cared
aft to the and dimes of Spain dressed as Red Indiana. Obviously the band's bledo
aren't tan happy about their fella. got.' to the pleasure seeking resort without
them. ea the girls - played by Adrienne Poste, Cheriy' Reiland Insley North - try
every hick M the book to

join 'eml Lots

MEW

_~
-,-'
=üG
=~Or
=

E

I

i

CITE DBYPE TER NARVEy

of

A

misdemeanours occur

tinged with slap stick
plenty
wad laughs - a
enriched by the West of
Hattie Jacque«, David
Knssoff and blonde

bib May, 1970

bomber Lis Fraser's

performance. Muele
supplied courtesy of the
Troggs, Show eddy wad
dy, Arnold Martin and

I

I

2

3

3

2

4

4

S

15
9
5

Spirit In The Sky

8
7

Morrow and Kaplan

'trays, etc. A soundtrack
album will be released
sow to coincide with the

film's nationwide

41

re-

lease. Three For All will
be premiered in Brighten
on May 22 and will reach
Landon one month later.

-

PARTON

-

8th Slay. 1985
1

BIGGEST ROCK BAND EVER?

Larson

you wouldn't mind waiting hours and hours, but
Des Partin
well

...

This singer / songwriter was, you guessed

-elk late for his Interview.
Now that smacks of
instant stardom or nonchalance. In Dee' case it
may prove the former.
Fr'instance although he's
written the last two tilts
for Sweet Sensation, he
reckons he's not a soul

THE WEIRDEST most outrageous recording session In
the history of popular music took place at Abbey Road
studios when Marble Flowers' band Apple Pie and
Costa rd (Philips recording artists) decided to put down
a new single. As you can see, Mister 'Arley was there,
but more to the point so were 200 complete outsiders In

first album Snaps which
runs the whole gamut of
musical expression from
reggae to country rock.
He's still very much
involved with Sweet
Sensatlbn and has written
probably their best cut
Mr. Cool, which unfortunately might not see the
light of day as a single
being too funky, if you
know what I mean.
Now he's waiting for his
sometime
old band

fancy dress'. They'd all answered the band's open
levitation to join the session and will now receive an
official contract stating they are members of the group,
plus a royalty tram the record. Three single cuts were
taken from the session: Primrose Stores, Over Sunlight
Paths, and Travelling DJ, all with the 200 - strong choir
Kilning tn. Nest they hope to get a 5,000 strong choir!

Badfinger's Peter, Ham
an appreciation

manages to bring to his

be on the road.

-

coming together musically the giant; business

0n

d

YOU nice

to

accompany us down to the
station madam, so we can
take down your partial,
lees?
No. don't get the wrong
idea, this Isn't what it

10

8

9
7

8
9

10

seems based solely on
money and self - Interest
In these conditions
music can only die.)/r/J,

up

preventing further

growth and Hadtnger,
being' musicians and not

-

14

5

-

The Minute Yóurs=e-Uóne

-

Cliff Richard
Bring It On Home To Me The Animals
Catch The Wind Donovan

-

-

Little Things- Dave Berry

-

Cathy's Clown The Everly Brothers
Anthony Newley
Do You Mind
Someone Else's Baby Adam Faith
4
Fail In Love With You / Willie and The
Hand Jive Cliff Richard
8 Handy Man - Jtmnq Jenes
10
Shazam Duane Eddy
8 Sweet Nothin's - Brenda Lee
8 Stuck On You
Elvis Presley
7
My Old Man's A Dustman
Lonnie
Donegan
9 Standing On The CoIner - The- king
1

-

2
3

-

-

-

-

-

Brothers

SSsh..

Badfinger's last album
somewhere, no release
date as yet That says it

waits in the can
all,

- Tony Bereetord Cooke

may seem. They're just
good friends really! In
fact, Mud made a lot of
friends when they turned
up at a London police
station to give prizes to
school children In a Help

-

The Pollee competition.
Nice to see Mud helping
the police, even though
their help did go a bll
astray. Or is the young
police woman just holding
back the crowd?
-

THE QUEEN, currently the Roller. Come O of
gassing the Far East, will their Bremen hotel when
come back to a new single they saw Sweet . . . And
front her Poet Laureate
so did Graham GouldeSir John (Doom Dot), man when he saw the
Betjemin. It's a little spots on hie face . .. the
number entitled Liquor- poor dear was suffering
ice Fields of Ponied met front the dreaded Pox of
(Forever). And if that (sickens al itlee's last
isn't Charisma darllnk, it concert (Croydon:... be
must be . . . Bud was so W he had to miss
Flanagan who's Strollln' their pie -throwing party
became once more nou- after Use gig
. And
velle this week when a what about Barry White
London star made the
. And back to the Queen
daily news with her slow- homecoming? Seems they
coach streak .
.
they
too eses.lve
meanwhile the gossip were
so many presents
continues
.
(has had
they didn't know what to
Chandler and Lynsey De do: so a Heathrow truck
Paul were seen AGAIN had to deliver them hone
together In the Speak .. .
And talking of Heger.
but so was Peter
hear two Music Rix
Towoehend (rocking on experts
up at the
his feet) and Roger Seals andturned
reception
Daltrey with VERY one weekCrofts
just
early
straight hair .
vines .
the
out
checking
meanwhile on the film . But of rouse there's
censors
circuit, American
Roy Wood (yawn)
considering sub -titles for always
didn't he buy a new
Slade's Flame epic . .
this week - gotta
Jensen
seems they cic under- catch up some how .
stand BWk Ountry largo. Come to think of it. how
and buy the wy,tr. did Arthur Brown gradutrue that Ann Margaret le ate train Fire to Dancing
NOT appearing with - without any lemmas!
she Now. an a saner level.
Docter Book
couldn't fall off flee sage . Steve
produced
but falling out of his hls girlHarley's
friend singing the
tree came Super tramp's old Unit Four Pius Two
Roger Hodgson (literally) song. Concrete end Clay
Wis small -tine
(true)...
Vancouver affair resulted
but even more true: BYE.
in one broken thumb .
BYE
. Why did
Dream -On

-

-

-
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And of course John Peel's
singles reviews.

Get it today!
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Ticket To Ride - The Beatles
King of The Road Roger Stiller
Here Comes The Night - Them
A World Of Our Own - The Seekers
True Love Ways - Peter and Gordon
Pop Go The Workers - The Barron
Knighls

-

PLUS: Mud, Paul Kossoff,
Average White Band,
Ai Green, Hawkwind, Dr.
Hook and what it's really
like with Slade on the road,
s

2
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Just a routine check
WOULD
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4

adrift within a hostile so called "Industry" that

become worn down
by too many contractual and managerial hassles.
Again ano again, -side would loom
whenever anything was

15

.

who give so much, and
many, like Badtinger, are

For the past few
years Baditnger had

Brighton makes good in
exclusive
Hollywood
interview with Leo Sayer
only in

4
5
8

1

unproductive apathy.
The music and the

You.

The cocky little kid from

4

2

businessmen, would sink
back into frustrated,

classic Without

I

2
3

7th May, 1980

Ham was the sensitive backbone of musicians' suffered, and
- PETE
merchant
Pete is dead.
Badtinger, one of the finest, most now
'You can't say I'm
The music .industry
underrated British rock bands. The band doesn't
influenced by anything.
realise that
America
in
made
it
in
I've got a lot of friends
musician* in its care must
Stoke (his home town)
be treated with gentleness had
a
where
they
and they make all Called Strange Fox, number of hits. Pete
and sincerity - only then
sometime Colour Supplewill the music grow and
different sorts of music,"
flourish. Musicians are
It's this sort of down ment - to arrive -back ,and Tommy also
special, sensitive people.
home honktness he 'from Germany and he'll wrote the beautiful

_

- The H Gillen

I

INSTANT

ask you.
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THE

STAR
IF IT wt- John

8

10

Norman Greenbaum
England World Cap

- Dane
Bridge Over Troubled Water - Simon
and Garfunkel
Jane.
Daughter Of Darkness Tom
Home Of The Kleine Sun Frigid Pink
- Andy
Leve
In
Can't Help Falling
Wiutam s
Clearwater
Credence
Travellin' Band
Revival
Never Had A Dream Come True - Stevie
Wonder
Irani Tell The Bottom From The Top

'11
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All Rinds of-Everything

Is
-

-

Back Home
Squad

0
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LYRIC/1 WANTED by
music publishing house.
U St Albans Avenue,
London Wi.

CASSETTES (too

-

SONGWRITING MAGA
TINE, free from Inter.
national Songwrlting As
soclatlon (RM), New
Street. Limerick.

a

LP'S FROM 20p. singles
from 5p, large SAE.
ldsts 'Pat" 47, Larbreck

ARE YOU
ke
can
ADVENTUROUR. If so you
exciting new friends.
Write S.I. M. Computer

-

-

e

iriend

new

Dating (RRM/3),

'

t

LP

Queen's Road. Reading.
JANE SCOTT for genuine

,sne
y. en. oaaEuM

nYmow
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CLUB.

,.

CHARTBUSTERSI
74, s.a.e.
'80

E.

1000'9 of cñntacts I
Tb Interdie, 18

Western

Brighton.

BS70H)L,

East Wed5bury, W. Midlands.
LONELY GUY, 17, seeks
ehhir le IL' Merseyside
Pruden' R

tea,

genulhe.

Printirig

It
I
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Records Wanted "-s t
HOTLEGS LP. "Song"any Hotlegs singles, good
condition. "INTER-

-

Brighton.

ESTED"? Box Number

ENT, The best services
for Dating / Penfriends or

250R.

Marriage.
Thou*rids of members;
all ages. England and
abroad' for tree details
send
end s. a. e, to W.F. E., 74
London_st Park,
Am

Records For Sale

NIB.

VINCE TAYLOR

Romatíae or

BEUTLFUL GIRLS

ALL YOUR unwanted 45s

and LPs purchased. Good

paid. Any quantity
EX-' prices
but records must be In
20
''58
'74, sae.
good ,condition. Send
Kneeshaw, 19, Whitworth
a. a. e. with lists for cash
Road, Ioridoñ S. E. 25.
offer! F. L. Moore
single
SOUL, PUNKROCK,

-

Records, 167A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

the
nña,ouse label
Do YouR Waiar,
n
U. oo Inc
Roll - Su- rstar, Ll.

all continents want

offrom

Interesting corresponden ce, friendship, even
Details and
marriage.
g
sa níp le photos free.

p+p.

revor,

-Songwriting

14

Cromwell Gdns. St Neots,
Huntingdon, Cambe,
Hermes, Berlin. 11. -Box, 'EX iUKi ROX rebores.
110680./

RM,Germany:

`
5

WARTEDi.o

ne

6.05

a

lonse
SOUL

SALE auctIOn and
set sale. Lotsa Motown,
Atlantic' stag. Chess;
Riverside, Kins, In fact

)dnv

gOti

a

K

A

,

157L{y ffioLtm,

Nrtroducnan
Irce

MUSIC' TO, LYRICS,
Marketing service.

nplayed singlet.

'EA: E. lists, 47' CT1elttpl;

MISS
o

Lod

.,n

Gn

data.

of d. rerfour

M.en.nfor

bell.
CITY

you name It we got It. Ask
yourself Can you afford
not to send a s. a. e. to:
Pete, 27, Kettering Street,
Streatham, S. W.16.

RrO7Z1memn.nn,o

wWru

24

Sussex.
EX TOP 30 records (196074) from 7%p, Nearly
2,000 titles and all major
stars. Send s.a.e. Ilst.
82, Vandyke Street.

Morecambe Road,

EXCITING! DIFFER-

2,000

Southwalk, Middleton,

SPECIAL STATIONERY
OFFER! 500 letterheads,
500 compliments slips, 250
headed postcards. All
f9. 50.
Ascroft, 3

from hundreds.
S.A.E. for free details.
C.E.I. (RM), 3 Manor
Road Romford, Essex.

Soulscene, 88

PASTBLASTERSI
available. s, a. e.

-

choose

Hove,

George's, Telford, Shropshire.

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

YOU

/

Stafford Street, St.

Number 2548.
printed for discos,
LONELY YOUNG MAN.- groups, clubs, promo-07. would like to meet a tions, advertising etc.
slim young lady 18 24 for Shod stamp for details.
friendship (Wrexham, Multi Screen Services,
Clwyd, or Chester areas If Southlll Road, Chatham,
posdble1. Box Number Kent

PHOTODATES.

-

s. a. e.

Box

1954 /
87

SOUL, POP singles from
5p for Ilat send large

(R9),

O'

Road,

-

U Cnemay
QIOBHAM SURREY
G1.124 5544

-

SAE to Donovan Meher,
Excel *House, Whitcomb
Street, London WC2 7ER.
LYRICS SET to music by
professional composer.
10 Kew Bridge Court,
London, W4,

-

ATTENTION LYRIC
WRITERS- Make most of

your material. Details
(s. a. e. ) Glovers, 243

Regent Street, London,
W1R BPN.

47p, C120

Poet 10p. C.W.O.
D. Hood (R), 14

!Op.
--57p,
Mr
s

condition. A must for
DJ's. Double deck. Two
50 watt speakers, hand
mike, three sets of lights.
sound light unt. projector
and wheel. Best offer
over f3,20 secures lot.
Also available complete
disco record collection,
800 in sleeves. Records to
sell separately U re-Stuart Alves,
quired.
25
Loth Street, Rose
Hearty, Aberdeenshire

UNERI

Please sea SAE for

'

ELECTRICITY by in.

NO CAN CLUB
GUTS AND 50115
FAN CLUB
S

stalling high power solar
units, supplying full full
240v AC 50 HZ at only
Initial cost of equipment
Units have built In meter
indicators for voltage

Tel

d.lab

Jane. and Paul
49

Milford

Road

Ashford Common

Middles.TWtS1UE

checking end complete
units ari small and
compact, just switch on
FAN
OC
CLUB. SAE and leave unattended.
please to 11 Yew Tree Prices from f38. Leaflet
Road, Charlwood, Sur- On Applied In satiation
rey, RHB ODE.
Procedure and price lists
LENA ZAVARONI fan 30p.
Commercial Radio
club, c/0 Maurice Dale, 20 Services, 117 Hazlebury
Sllfield Road, Wynmond- Road, Fulham, London,
ham, Norfolk, NR18 BAY.
SW6.
KC AND THE SUN SEE THE new home and
SHINE BAND fan club, party disco unit, only C76
send s. a. e. to C/o Andy,
complete at DDE, 31' The
63 Meads Road, Wood
Hale, Tottenham, London
Green, London N22.
N17. 01-808 6217. Also
THE INTERNATIONAL range. of professional
"Queen" Fan CLUB, C!O disco equipment
Pat and -Sue, Trident BLANK CASSETTE
Audio Productions, 17 St TAPES. 080 29p, C90
Annex Court, Wardour 36p, 0120
42p, p+p 20p.
Street, London WI.
Mulpeter, 49 Grove
S. A.E. appreciated.
Lane, Couladon.
MUSIC FANS Penfriends TOP 20 magnetic inClub, s. a. e.
10 dicator boards complete
Charlton Road, Tetbury, with 1,000 characters.
Glos.
Falcon craft Limited,
ROXY MUSIC CLUB
Hainault Road, Romford,
MEMBERS NOTICE: Essex. Telephone Rom send s. a. e. for Informaford 24621. .
tion sheet on Phil
Manaanera's first L.P.
"Diamond Head", plus Peéfriends
free photo.
NON
MEMBERS for
membership details, send .TWO GIRLS, 18, seek
s. a. e. to Peter Leay, 9
male penfriends.
Box
Sunbury Road, Wallasey, Number 252R.
Merseyside.
FOR FREE LIST of
penpals' send stamped
addressed envelope to
MARY. .CORM
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note aq.elt, .hn
on 141" SM.., Rateo
Dave y%monde

er,e

Mey

months old, excellent

GENERATE FREE
LIFE

KIWI'S RADIO 60151
re WTI 441411 41 .KO,,
use

SUPER BARGAIN. Complete disco, only three

erne.
FaNI
Se

John.

Disco oeEJAY ~bon and e
IRIS RECORD MayonJenpr
and Andy

An..

R.N.I. CLOSEDOWN.

PO.

pence

EP

RADIO GUIDE IDen' RMl

I

(R. E.

PORo.am

P.l.,n.s

R.din

Snipe,

Nord.. end
Wader Colour
Pruned
on ono
Premed

15
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el Ins
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-

r

a

10'

tail fE plus Sop PbP

gate, Kent CT11 9SP.

per order
Stem which hlo moo..
cnam,r, poem) melees. ate.
yayeble to Rem. Flee AM. M
Mph Sere«. Narrow -on tM
MIL Meddles.
Allow le ors for deb.,.

;Mofical

Sevices

JINGLE! FROM Radio

LYRIC WRITERS re-

jingles lncuding more

80

Veronica. Northsea, quired by recording
Caroline, MIAmlgo, Lon- company. Detains
don, Luxemburg, 36 (s. a. e. ): Robert Noakes,
music. Going back on the
sound of the nation on one
monopole record.- Only
£3.10 (95p members).
Radio Caroline 1/p true
story £3.90 told

Sneyd Hall Road.
Bloxwlch, Staffordshire.

by
{

SP

écial Notice

Caroline disc jockets

Norman Barrinton and
Brian Anderson. Send
S.A. E. for radio record
lists and Dutch chart
Dutch continental records.
available as played on

OSMONDS PRERENTA
Mes TION BOOK.
Sally, 56, Way

-

sages to
**sages

Lane, Waterb each.

Cambs.

'

-

-

THE COLORADO BOOT CO.

u

Worldwide Friendship

SCARVES: JOIN Britain's No 1 tartan clad
group. Buy a tartan wool,
81nx45in scarf. Available
In red, white, blue and dk
green tartans. Money
back guarantee. Send I1
stating 1st and 2nd choice

Denton,

Club,

to: Thistle 'Promotions',
Dept 19, Kinross, KY13
7TJ.

46,

A OOREss...

weasel

-

51, e.-
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S.a.e.

rates

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
insertionls) commencing wi h the first available issue. enclose Postal Drder/Cheque value

f

for
to cover Cost and

made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

PER WORD

it

All words
BOLD FACE type (after first two):
511 PER WORD EXTRA

'BOX NUMBERS: Allow two words plus 20p service fee.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed do
RECORD MIRROR and will be forwarded to advertisers
on the day of receipt.

SMALLS must be strictly pre -paid.

SEMI -DISPLAY ADVERTISING:
£1.70 per single column Inch.

To: CLASSIFIED AD.

SERIES DISCOUNTS:
5% for B insertion*.
711% for 13 insertions.
10% for 28 insertions.
1211% for 52 insertions.

'In. Meb..lww resin.
educe...

Me

0.hi

W

,.Morrow edv.na.menai .. Mai

"publla hed

by

8podigt Publication.

DEPT.
RECORD MIRROR
1 BEN WELL ROAD
LONDON N77AX
Tel: 01-607 6411
LRd.,

e,w

NAME...

,

3IDDRESS

!i

JT

...MDR
Bpotllgbt lane, ~well Losa, 14,44 In

7AX

a_n da

,....

-

ALL TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any heading:

L RM

...

..

printedby trrktleld Web -(offset,tarkfleld,Mald.ive,
e

.

.

..

Promo. delivery, Money .e noca
rut ..n.d unworn bet o..7 an..

Aberthaw Road, New-

I

....
..

rC.phel.

Road, Ipswich 1P2 OEN.
216,
BIG AL pen pals
olease.

to

NAME

WANTED BOY, penfriends (17.20) for girls.
Interests "Telly," Boya,
Dawn, Jill. 30 Allenby'

to

Men 'sala.a ó, 7,11. .14,9 b 10
Men's
Only.
Colour Namuwi
A natterai born wInne, log summer.
ladies .laws 3. 4, S.
d b 7.
Ladies boon eyeli.bl. In Shea .nd Brown
al.p Memo mod.

ill.

Manchester

port, Gwent.

* Colora.
do

M.

.

Cemetry Road,

(state age).

Mau Order ,snn,.

. 75p pop -n.7e
.r. ch... or Poae orders p.vam.

Md. 0495

-

'WW1

°

"8-9 WALKERS COURT, BREWER STREET
SOHO, LONDON W1
UK Only Leather Western Boot
0,. style 'Tro. flow.' la new available

Linder the headings:
SPECIAL NOTICES, PERSONAL TUITION, RECORDING
and other trade announcements
8p PER WORD

Al

Press

NUMBERS 1-7 Onrnonde
World. Must be In v.c.g.
Please state price required. Miss Ward, 27,
Codrington Road, Rama, _g

Moronic.

C.o..

rpm,

6p PER WORD

Op

-

Clifton Gar-

Wanted

Free Radio
Origin-

(1.15,

dens, London, N15._

SINGS I ANGLES', RERTS.

"RIPEN SMA«S-order forma advertisement
Under the headings:
FAN CLUBS, PENFRIENDS SITUATIONS VACANT,_
RECORDS FOR SALE, INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE,
SOUND EQUIPMENT and other priva% announcements.

Wolfe.

independent Lod Radio ea
RA040 CAROLINE Pane new

s.re.25

-

C.M.

J.son

259

metres medium wave
right next to Radio One
Peter Lenton, 101 Pytchley Road, Kettering.
Northamptnnahire.
WANTED. FREE RA
DIO cuttings, photos,
magazines, books, etc.
Send details to Colin
Fazackerley, 385A Westminster Road, Kirkdale,
Liverpool 4.

Sibicetiens

Stilton
Road, Barwell, Lairs.

-

George Street
London W1

9

-

Road, Caversham, Reading, Berks.

"I I ! FREE FREE
FREE!!! "Girls! 100 date
lists! Introductions! Keys Avenue, Bristol
S. A.
-

Write to our new
address, c/o

-

In-

.1

MUD FAN CLUB

All

74.
88770

-

troductions arranged by
post for all ages. Stamp
for details In confidence to
Miss Chldgey, 124 / A39

253R.

-

Private

-

18.8

Ryde. I.O.W.
STOCK CLEA RA NOE. 15
-singles U.
plus post
40p.
100, Canrobert
Street, London E2.
25 PAST top twenty hits.
f3 cwo or s. a. e. , lists.
Rates, 5, Geoftreyson

-

Yarmouth area- Photo
essential. Box. Number

45

types 0983
5,
Nelson House, Nelson St..

friends, Introductions opDeehn.
se.No
Mot en.
posite sex with sincerity
a umeaon Roaa
and thoughtfulness. DeLens.
son ey, mm 0101
tails free.
Stamp to
__ww
Jane Scott, 3/RM North
Street, Quadrant, BrightTWO BOYS. 17, require on, Sussex, BN1/30J.
girl friends 15 17, Gt. POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
e,c.e.,n como.*r

fan Clubs'

Avenue, Blackpool.

109

.

-

CAO

Radio Ml -Amigo

e

+

